
Lots 1 - 10  

Lot #1: PAIR OF CHAMBERLAIN WORCESTER SOUP PLATES. 
Descripton:  In the Bengal Tiger pattern, inscribed in iron red above No. 75. 
dimensions: 9 and 3/4 inches 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #2: SET OF EIGHT CROWN DERBY "IMARI PATTERN" LUNCH PLATES. 
Descripton:  With crown monogram and iron red above no. 383. 
dimensions: 9 inches diameter 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #3: GROUP OF FIVE PORCELAIN TABLE ARTICLES. 
Descripton:  Comprising: Derby floral decorated 11 1/2 inch serving dish with gold 
anchor mark, two-handled cup with floral spray and bird in flight, pair of Berlin floral 
decorated two-handled urns, English floral-decorated still wells. 
dimensions: 4 inches to five inches long 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #4: SET OF EIGHT WORCESTER PORCELAIN TEA BOWLS AND SAUCERS. 
Descripton:  Underglazed blue seal mark, each decorated with prunus blossoms. 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #5: PAIR OF ENGLISH PORCELAIN CYLINDRICAL CUPS & COVERS. 
Descripton:  One with underglazed blue "C" mark, transfer decorated with roses, 
morning glories and butterflies, floral knop. 
dimensions: 3 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #6: WORCESTER PORCELAIN BLUE & WHITE BUTTER TUB & COVER. 
Descripton:  With underglazed crescent mark; with scroll handles decorated with a 
pagoda on an island, birds, peonies and garden fence, floral knop. 
dimensions: 4 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #7: PAIR OF WORCESTER PORCELAIN OVAL BUTTER TUBS WITH COVERS AND 
STANDS. 
Descripton:  With underglazed blue crescent mark, decorated with roses, tulips and 
morning glories; together with a matching 8 1/2 inch two-handled stand. 
dimensions: of pair 7 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00  

Lot #8: ENGLISH CREAMWARE SMALL TUREEN & COVER. 
Descripton:  Of oval cross section and beaker form, loop handles and grisaille loop 
foliate borders. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #9: PAIR OF CREAMWARE SAUCE TUREENS. 
Descripton:  With stands and covers. The oval bowls with lozange stands and 



grisaille grape vine borders. Each cover cracked. 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #10: PAIR OF LEEDS CREAMWARE RETICULATED OVAL PLATES. 
Descripton:  With basket-weave surfaces and brown highlights. 
dimensions: 9 and 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

 

Lots 11 - 20  

Lot #11: PAIR OF SPODE PLATES. 
Description:  With bronzed scenes of classical figures, gilt foliate cavetti and iron 
red scrollwork border. 
dimensions: 9 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #12: WORCESTER PORCELAIN WHITE GROUND PART TEA SERVICE. 
Description:  Comprising: a teapot, cover and stand, three tea bowls and three 
saucers; each piece of spiral-fluted form with gilt rims, the spout and handle of the 
teapot gilt with foliage and the knop with a flowerhead. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #13: ENGLISH CREAMWARE PLATE. 
Description:  Transfer-printed in block with an oval medallion of the seated Minerva 
and her owl flanked by trophies of dead game and a side loped rim with shell molded 
devices. 
dimensions: 10 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #14: ENGLISH CREAMWARE PLATE. 
Description:  The center transfer-printed in black with two exotic birds strutting on 
a plateau beneath other birds in flight, the rim with further vignettes of exotic birds 
within a feather-molded rim edge. 
dimensions: 91/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #15: DUTCH DECORATED ENGLISH CREAMWARE PLATE. 
Description:  Painted in the center with a scene depicting the "Parable of the Hidden 
Treasure".  
dimensions: 8 1/4 wide 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #16: STAFFORDSHIRE PEARLWARE SILVER RESIST PART TEA SERVICE. 
Description:  Comprising a teapot and cover, milk jug, pair of dessert trays, four 
tea bowls and six saucers. (14 pieces) 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 



Lot #17: STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERY LUSTER THREE-PIECE TEA SERVICE. 
Description:  Comprising a teapot and cover and a milk jug, and an associated 
sugar bowl and cover; each piece of fluted bombe form, the teapot and milk jug 
applied with C-scroll handles, the sugar bowl with molded foliate handles. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00  

Lot #18: THREE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTERY PITCHERS. 
Description: Comprising a Portobello pitcher decorated with a chinoiserie figural 
scene, a yellow ware silver resist pitcher decorated in foliate patterns; and a pink 
lustreware "House" pattern pitcher. Various cracks and breaks. 
dimensions: Portobello Pitcher 5 1/2 inches tall, Yellow ware Pitcher 5 3/4 inches tall, 
Pink Lustreware Pitcher 4 1/2 inches tall. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00  

Lot #19: CHRISTIAN'S LIVERPOOL COFFEE POT WITH COVER. 
Description:  Of baluster form, painted with sprigs and a floral spray on each side in 
shades of puce, yellow, blue, green and iron-red, the neck surrounded by an iron-red 
scallop and dot band, the handle with comma terminal, the similar cover surrounded 
by a matching border. 
dimensions: 9 inches high 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #20: WEDGWOOD CREAMWARE 4 PIECE TEA SET AND MATCHING TRAY. 
Description:  Impressed Wedgwood mark and THA, Transfer decorated in iron red 
with foo dogs butterflies and floral sprigs, comprising a spherical tea pot, covered 
creamer and covered sugar bowl with faux bois handles, and a waste pail. 
dimensions: pot 3 7/8 inches high, tray 17 inches long 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

 

Lots 21 - 30  

Lot #21: WEDGWOOD ETRURIA PART TEA SERVICE. 
Descripton:  With transfer-decorated floral decoration. Comprising: 12 tea cups, 11 
saucers, 12 plates, covered tea pot, covered sugar bowl, creamer and two handled 
cake plate. 
(approx. 40 pieces) 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #22: PAIR OF WEDGWOOD BLACK BASALTES CANDLESTICKS. 
Descripton:  Relief molded with classical figures; together with six Wedgwood black 
basaltes demi-tasse cups and saucers matching covered sugar bowl and creamer 
with unembellished surfaces. (approx 16 pieces) 
dimensions: candlesticks 4 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #23: TWO SIMILAR BASALTES CREAMERS. 
Descripton:  One impressed "Princess Royal". approximately 4 inches tall 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 



Lot #24: WEDGWOOD TRANSFER- DECORATED PART DINNER SERVICE. 
Descripton:  In the "Napoleon Ivy" pattern. Comprising: 8 dinner plates, 10 salad 
plates, 10 broad rim soup plates, 10 bread & butter plates, 10 cups and 10 saucers, 
10 bowls, covered vegetable dish, covered butter dish, sauce boat and stand, oval 
vegetable dish and 8 other serving pieces, (81 pieces) 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #25: THE VILLAGERS CHARM TO LURE THE BEES AND THE MIRTH AND 
PLEASURES OF A COUNTRY FAIR. 
Descripton:  Black and white engravings on paper, R. Pollard, publisher, each image 
16 inches x 20 inches (sight), matted and framed under glass. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #26: SELLING RABBITS AND THE GLEANERS RETURNED. 
Descripton:  Black and white engravings, each 17 and 3/4 inches x 23 and 1/2 
inches (sight) matted & framed under glass. 
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #27: DOMESTIC SCENE. 
Descripton:  Black & white engraved on paper, oval image, 17 inches x 13 and 
3/4inches, laid down on board, under glass in a rectangular gold frame.  
Estimate: $20.00 - $30.00 

Lot #28: MORNING AMUSEMENT AND ANOTHER PRINT. 
Descripton:   Two colored engravings on paper. The larger 17 and 1/2 inches x 23 
inches (sight), both framed under glass.  
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #29: "THE COUNTRY CLERGYMAN" AND "THE FATHERS ADMONITION". 
Descripton:   Colored engravings on paper, each 13 inches x 16 and 1/2 inches 
(image) framed under glass.  
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

Lot #30: TOWN & COUNTRY COSTUMES. 
Descripton:   A pair of sepia oval mezzotints, each 4 and 3/4 inches x 3 and 3/4 
inches, in gilded liners in painted frames. 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

 

Lots 31 - 40  

Lot #31: SIX ROUND ENGRAVINGS. 
Description:  One black and white, the others colored, framed under glass. One set 
of three one set of two and one individual (pictured). The largest approximately 15 
inches diameter. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 
 
Lot #32: FOUR OVAL COLORED ENGRAVINGS, THREE FIGURAL, ONE LANDSCAPE. 
Description:   Two identified on verso, the first "Jane Shore introduced to King 



Edward IV" the second "The jealousy of Lord Darnley Husband of Mary Queen of 
Scotts" approximately 13 and 1/2 inches x 15 and 1/2 inches (including frame).  
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 
 
Lot #33: DOG PORTRAIT.  
Description:  Black and white print on paper, 9 3/4 inches x 9 5/8 inches, (image, 
sight) in a modern frame. 
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 
 
Lot #34: DOG PORTRAIT (PROFILE). 
Description:   Watercolor on paper, 4 1/4 inches x 5 1/4 inches (image) in a 
painted molded plaster frame. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 
 
Lot #35: JACK RUSSELL TERRIER. 
Description:  Pastel on paper, 10 1/4 inches x  14 1/2 inches (sight) in a painted 
plaster decorated frame. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 
 
Lot #36: IN THE DOGHOUSE. 
Description:   Oil on canvas, 12 inches x 8 inches in a carved and partially gilded 
wooden frame.  
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 
 
Lot #37: TERRIERS RATTING IN A BARN. 
Description:   Oil on wooden panel, 8 and 1/4 inches x 7 inches, with "Armfield" 
signature lower left, in a wood and tortoise shell frame.  
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 
 
Lot #38: SLEEPING HOUNDS. 
Description:   Oil on panel, 9 inches x 11 1/2 inches in a gilded liner and painted 
plaster decorated frame. 
Estimate: $225.00 - $325.00 
 
Lot #39: COURSING HOUNDS. 
Description:   Oil on wooden panel, 6 1/2 inches x 9 inches, in a gilded frame.  
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 
 
Lot #40: POODLE IN A LANDSCAPE. 
Description:   Oil on canvas, 10 inches x 14 inches. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 
 
 

Lots 41 - 50  

Lot #41: DOG WITH TORN CLOTH. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 10 inches x 16 inches, signed lower right "R. Ramsey", 
in a metal leaf frame.  
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 



Lot #42: LONG-HAIRED DACHSHUND. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 12 inches x 14 inches signed lower left "P Donovan". 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00  

Lot #43: CAT & KITTENS. 
Description:  Oil on panel, 8 inches x 10 inches, in a gilded liner and ogee wooden 
frame. Signed indistinctly lower right. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00  

Lot #44: BAY HORSE IN A LANDSCAPE. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 26 1/4 inches x 36 inches, signed lower left "W. 
Barraud" in a carved 
and gilded frame. 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2000.00 

Lot #45: "VIRGIL" . 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 18 inches x 24 inches, signed and dated lower left 
"Henry Stull / 1880", and inscribed on verso "Virgil/1880"; in a wooden frame with 
gilded liner. 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #46: BLACK HORSE WITH A WHITE BLAZE IN A LANDSCAPE. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 19 3/4 inches x 24 inches, signed and dated lower right 
" Raoul Millais/1967", bearing label on verso from the collection of Miss Jeanne 
Courtauld #27775; in a linen liner and modern frame. 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #47: "MARES AND FOALS AT SUNSET". 
Description:  Oil on canvas 23 1/4 inches x 32 1/4 inches, signed lower right "John 
King/1961" and titled verso on the stretcher; in a linen liner and a modern gilded 
frame. 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #48: "GRAND ANNUAL CHASE". 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 24 inches x 36 inches, signed lower right "John King/ 
1962/ Cheltenham" and inscribed on the stretcher "Grand Annual Chase 
1962/Croise"; in a linen liner and modern gilded frame. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #49: PERSIAN CARPET. 
Description:  The ivory field with all over vine work, within salmon primary and two 
celadon guard borders. 
dimensions: approximately 8 feet x 11 feet 5 inches 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #50: BOKARA CARPET. 
Description:  The wine red field worked with six rows of octagonal gulls within 
multiple borders. 
dimensions: approximately 8 feet 5 and 12 inches x 2 
and 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 



 

Lots 51 - 60  

Lot #51: PERSIAN SIGNATURE LONG RUG. 
Description:   The cream field with four latched tan diamonds, primary cafe au lait 
border and two stripped guard borders. 
dimensions: approximately 34 inches x 6 feet 1 inch 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #52: SHIRAZ RUG. 
Description:   The stepped wine red field on blue ground within three borders. 
dimensions: 5 feet 2 inches x 7 feet 4 inches 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #53: PERSIAN CARPET. 
Description:   The wine red field with tree and flower branch medallions within 
primary indigo border and four guard borders. (one selvage frayed) 
dimensions: approximately 9 feet 4 inches x 11 feet 9 
and 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #54: BALUCHISTAN RUG. 
Description:   With dark blue field, rose and rosettes with in wine red primary 
borders and guard boarders. 
dimensions: approximately 44 inches x 6 feet 6 inches 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #55: TURKISH CARPET. 
Description:   The abrashed light blue field with foliate lattice overlay, within 
primary cafe au lait border. 
dimensions: approximately 9 feet 1 1/2 inches x 11 feet 7 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #56: TWO MOLDED COMPOSITION FIGURES OF BLACK YOUTHS. 
Description:   One standing holding a pink top hat and one barefoot lying down with 
hand on chin. 
dimensions: 11 inches high (larger) 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #57: ENGLISH BRASS-BANDED MAHOGANY BUCKET. 
Description:   Of cylindrical form with three bands. 
dimensions: 8 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #58: REGENCY STYLE BRASS-MOUNTED MESH WORK U-SHAPED FENDER 
Description:    
dimensions: 4 feet 3/4 inches long 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00  



Lot #59: REGENCY STYLE BRASS MOUNTED SHEET METAL FIRE FENDER. 
Description:   With pierced chinoiserie fret band. 
dimensions: 4 feet long 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #60: ENGLISH BRASS-MOUNTED CAST IRON SCALE. 
Description:   W. & T. Avery, Birmingham. The spiral twist stem with adjustable 
cross arm fitted with a chained and an L-hooked brass pan; together with a nest of 5 
weights. 
dimensions: 22 1/4 inches high, 23 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

 

Lots 61 - 70  

Lot #61: FRENCH MEDIEVAL STYLE THREE-PIECE CLOCK GARNITURE. 
Description:   The movement by Japy Freres. The clock with octagonal face on 
spindle supports, with spires centering a brass bell; the candelabra with two 
crenellated drip pans; on walnut bases. 
dimensions: height of clock 23 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #62: GEORGE III MAHOGANY LIBRARY ARMCHAIR. 
Description:   The serpentine cresting rail above a padded back rest and seat 
covered in old needlework, with carved arms. The whole 
supported by square chamford legs, joined by an "H" shaped stretcher. 
Estimate: $3000.00 - $5000.00 

Lot #63: PAIR OF REGENCY STYLE CARVED, IVORY PAINTED AND PARCEL-GILT 
OPEN ARMCHAIRS, IN THE MANNER OF HENRY HOLLAND. 
Description:   Each curved top rail with 1/2 round fan terminals above upholstered 
back and fluted uprights, the bow-fronted seat above beaded panel and raised on 
fluted, tapered legs. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #64: SET OF FOUR CHIPPENDALE STYLE CARVED MAHOGANY "RIBBAND-BACK" 
PANELS. 
Description:   Each pierced panel with acorn-laden branches and ribbonwork, oak 
frames. 
dimensions: each 21 1/2 inches x 22 inches 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #65: REGENCY STYLE MAHOGANY CIRCULAR-TOP DINING TABLE. 
Description:   The molded top raised on four column-form supports joined by a ring 
stretcher and raised on splayed legs ending in brass cup casters. 
dimensions: 31 inches high x 5 feet 6 inches deep 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 



Lot #66: PAIR OF REGENCY STYLE CARVED GREEN PAINTED AND PARCEL GILT 
STOOLS. 
Description:   Each with roll-over arms on fluted supports continuing into the rails 
and arched legs. 
dimensions: length over arms 33 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #67: PAIR OF REGENCY STYLE CARVED IVORY PAINTED AND PARCEL-GILT 
STOOLS. 
Description:   Each with roll over arms on fluted supports continuing into the rails 
and arched legs. 
dimensions: 33 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #68: SMALL ENGLISH SIDEBOARD. 
Description:   The bow-fronted case fitted with four drawers raised on square 
tapering legs and spade feet. 
dimensions: 35 and 1/2 inches high x 42 inches wide x 22 inches deep 
Estimate: $1800.00 - $2200.00 

Lot #69: MECHANICAL MAHOGANY WRITING TABLE. 
Description:   The upper section containing a bank of drawers above a sliding top 
revealing a writing surface and drawers, raised on turned and reeded legs. 
dimensions: 42 inches high x 57 inches wide x 28 inches deep 
Estimate: $1400.00 - $1600.00 

Lot #70: SERPENTINE FRONT CHESTERFIELD SETTEE. 
Description:   The padded and button tufted arms back and seat supported by two 
turned feet.  
dimensions: 27 inches high x 75 inches wide x 35 inches deep 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

 

Lots 71 - 80  

Lot #71: WILLIAM & MARY STYLE SIDEBOARD. 
Description:  The veneered top above a case with six drawers and a shaped and 
molded frieze with turned legs and a wavy stretcher ending in bun feet. 
dimensions: 35 and 1/2 inches high x 66 inches long x 21 inches deep 
Estimate: $1600.00 - $1800.00 

Lot #72: ENGLISH SETTEE. 
Description:  With a flat back above five arched inset panels on a board seat 
supporting arms and raised on cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 40 1/2 inches high x 72 inches wide x 25 inches deep 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #73: QUEEN ANNE WALNUT CARD TABLE. 
Description:  The double top opening to reveal a baize lined surface above a frieze 



drawer raised on four turned legs and pad feet. 
dimensions: 27 and 1/2 inches high x 30 and 1/2 inches wide x 15 inches deep 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #74: NEAR PAIR OF CHIPPENDALE STYLE MAHOGANY AND PARCEL-GILT WALL 
MIRRORS. 
Description:  The fret pierced cresting with carved and gilt HO HO Bird above a 
central rectangular plate and fret carved outer frame. 
28 inches high x 17 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #75: GEORGE I MAHOGANY TRAY TOP TABLE. 
Description:  The galleried top pierced with handles, above a frieze drawer and 
raised on tapered legs joined by an x-stretcher and ending in pad feet. Provenance: 
Apter Fredricks Ltd. 
dimensions: 28 3/4 inches high x 20 and 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #76: GEORGIAN STYLE CINNABAR LACQUER TRIPOD CANDLESTAND. 
Description:  The trefoil tray top decorated with figures in boats. 
dimensions: 18 inches high x 10 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #77: GEORGE III INLAID MAHOGANY CANDLESTAND. 
Description:  The octagonal top with ebonized and fruitwood inlay on a fluted 
pedestal and tripod cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 29 inches high x 11 and 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #78: GEORGE III STYLE MAHOGANY STOOL. 
Description:  With gros and petite needlework panel raised on square tapered 
molded legs. 
dimensions: width 17 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #79: ENGLISH ARTS & CRAFTS STYLE MAHOGANY BREAKFAST TABLE. 
Description:  After a design by Phillip Webb for Morris & Co., the circular top with 
reeded edge, raised on seven faux bamboo legs joined by conforming stretchers. 
dimensions: 29 3/4 inches high x 4 feet 2 inches wide 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1800.00 

Lot #80: PAIR OF EDWARD LUYTENS DESIGN OAK & CANE CHAIRS. 
Description:  In the "New Delhi" pattern, each shaped top rail above cane back and 
armrests on turned supports, the cane seat on turned and block legs. 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

 

Lots 81 - 90  



Lot #81: ENGLISH MOTHER-OF-PEARL INLAID TOLE BED. 
Description:  The arched head and footboards with gilt decoration and inlaid 
mother-of-pearl, joined by metal stretchers and bed rails. 
dimensions: 70 inches high approximately x 41 inches wide approximately x 79 
inches long approximately 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

Lot #82: TWO TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description: Comprising: a tooled leather day-of-the week stationery box and a 
French papier-mache patch box with engraved figural panel. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00  

Lot #83: GEORGE III BLACK PAINTED TOLE LANTERN. 
Description:  With tapered glass-paneled sides, pierced rectangular base, oval 
dome chimney. 
dimensions: 17 inches high x 10 1/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #84: PAIR OF BRASS-MOUNTED AMBER GLASS HALL LANTERNS.  
Description: Each of lobe ovoid form with everted rim, with three chain supports. 
dimensions: overall approximately 18 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #85: BRASS-MOUNTED AMBER GLASS LANTERN. 
Description:  The squat bowl with brass pendant, joined to chimney cover by three 
chains. 
dimensions: length approx. 16 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #86: ENGLISH CAST IRON BOOK PRESS.  
Description: S. Mordan & Co., London. The rectangular plates with spiral twist T-
handle. 
dimensions: 12 1/2 inches high x 16 inches long 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #87: PAIR OF ENGLISH AESTHETICS MOVEMENT EBONIZED WOOD HANGING 
SHELVES WITH PAINTED FLORAL RONDELS. 
Description:  Each mirror back with two D-shaped galleried shelves centering gold-
ground floral rondels 
dimensions: 36 inches high x 17 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #88: GROUP OF FIVE INDIAN QUILL-MOUNTED EBONY BOXES. 
Description:  Comprising four rectangular boxes and an hexagonal box, with ivory-
inlaid ebony bands, some opening to Elephant medallions. 
dimensions: lengths 7 inches to 11 1/4 inches 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #89: CHINESE METAL-MOUNTED RED LACQUER PICNIC BOX. 
Description:  The oval domed top with carrying handle, and a D-shaped lid with 
brass drop lock, above tapered sides. 



dimensions: 11 3/4 inches high x 12 3/4 inches long 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #90: LOUIS XVI STYLE BRASS TWO-LIGHT BOUILLOTTE LAMP. 
Description:  With tole peinte shade. 
dimensions: 18 inches high 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

 

Lots 91 - 100  

Lot #91: AMERICAN PRESSED GLASS TABLE SERVICE. 
Description: Comprising: oval spot decoration ten water goblets, one 12 inch plate, 
2, 9 1/2 inch oblong octagonal plates, 2, 12 1/2 inch two-handled plates, two 
covered bowls, a beaker and a creamer. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #92: AMERICAN ENGRAVED GLASS STEMWARE SET. 
Description: Comprising: 12 water goblets and 12 red wines with bell form bowls 
engraved with floral medallions. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #93: SET OF EIGHT CUT-GLASS WINE GLASSES. 
Description:  With diamond faceted bowls. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #94: TWO ENGRAVED GLASS TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a small centerpiece with squat bowl and trumpet-form 
flower holder, and a large stemmed goblet, each engraved with ferns. 
dimensions: 13 inches high and 10 inches high 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #95: GROUP OF RUBY GLASS TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of engraved candlesticks; an engraved footed 4 
inch bowl; pair of pressed and engraved beakers, ring necked decanter and stopper; 
and pair of ovoid cruets and stoppers with gilt bands. 
dimensions: 3 3/4 inches high to 9 inches high (8 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #96: PAIR OF CUT GLASS CANDLESTICKS MOUNTED AS LAMPS. 
Description:  Each faceted pear-form stem with dome base. 
dimensions: height of sticks 12 inches. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #97: JAPANESE BRONZE TWO-HANDLED VASE MOUNTED AS A LAMP. 
Description:  Relief applied with birds perched on flowering branches, flanked by 
grotesque mask head handles, dome base, fitted with oil holder. 
dimensions: 22 inches high 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 



Lot #98: CHINESE GREEN CRACKLE-GLAZED BALUSTER-FORM VASE MOUNTED AS 
A LAMP, HARDWOOD BASE 
Description: - 
dimensions: 21 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #99: PAIR OF CHINESE BLACK GROUND CLOISONNE VASES MOUNTED AS 
LAMPS. 
Description:  Each with floral branch and vinework decoration beneath tassled 
border. 
dimensions: 21 inches overall 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #100: TWO SIMILAR AMERICAN PRESSED AMETHYST GLASS OIL LAMPS. 
Description:  Of faceted bell form, on stepped bases. 
dimensions: 12 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

 

Lots 101 - 110  

Lot #101: INTERIOR-DECORATED GLASS BALUSTER-FORM VASE MOUNTED AS A 
LAMP. 
Description:  With Chinoiserie figures and floral branches on an ivory ground. 
dimensions: height of vase 9 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #102: "FAMILLE ROSE" APPLE GREEN GROUND BALUSTER-FORM VASE 
MOUNTED AS A LAMP. 
Description:  Enamel decorated with pink, lavender, blue and yellow floral 
branches, a bridge with birds in flight, gilt-metal base and collar. 
dimensions: height of vase 12 inches. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #103: PAIR OF "FAMILLE ROSE" BALUSTER-FORM VASES MOUNTED AS LAMPS. 
Description:  Enamel decorated with pink roses, butterflies and gilt scroll work. 
dimensions: 24 1/2 inches high. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #104: PAIR OF BLACK LACQUER OVOID VASES MOUNTED AS LAMPS. 
Description:  Decorated with gilt chinoiserie flowers birds and a bridge. 
dimensions: height of vases 15 3/4 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #105: HAMPSHIRE GREEN-GLAZED POTTERY TABLE LAMP. 
Description:  Of squat globe form, with removable well section, electrified. 
Impressed "Hampshire Pottery" 
dimensions: 19 inches overall 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 



Lot #106: GROUP OF FOUR BLUE & WHITE MILK JUGS. 
Description:  One Copeland with bridge and tower, one with Chinamen and pagoda, 
one with figures in a boat and ruins, the last with a figure in a boat and a harpist. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #107: GROUP OF FOUR BLUE & WHITE TRANSFER-DECORATED JUGS. 
Description:  Comprising: one with family on a road, one a Latin Tiber jug, one of 
barrell form with ducks, one Copeland "Spode" Italian. 
dimensions: 33 1/2 inches high to 5 inches high 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #108: GROUP OF THREE STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE PITCHERS. 
Description:  The first with a waterfall underglaze blue #8, the second two figures 
with sheep, thatched cottage and windmill, the third with three figures, dog, bridge 
and church tower. 
dimensions: 8 3/4 inches high, 8 inches high and 9 inches high 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #109: TWO STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE OVOID PITCHERS. 
Description:  The one with figures in a rowboat, the other is a Stone China "Willow" 
pattern pitcher. 
dimensions: 8 3/4 inches high and 9 inches high 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #110: TWO STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE PLATTERS. 
Description:  The first of oval scalloped outline, in the "Verona Italian" pattern, with 
gilt scroll handles, the second oval scalloped outline in the "Verandah Pattern" by 
Davenport. 
dimensions: 17 1/4 inches oval, 23 inches oval 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

 

Lots 111 - 120  

Lot #111: STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE OVAL MEAT DISH STRAINER. 
Description:  Impressed Sharpe, figures in deer park. 
dimensions: 15 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #112: STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR PLATTER. 
Description:  Decorated with couple with child and dog in garden by river's edge 
with crane and dolphin fountain. 
dimensions: 21 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #113: GROUP OF THREE STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE RECTANGULAR 
PLATTERS. 
Description:  The first with mounted figures visiting a country house, shaped 
gadrooned border; the second with a horse and cart in farmyard; and the third with 



a family by river's edge gazing at a castle, impressed 
crown mark. 
dimensions: First one 13 3/4 inches long, Second one 12 5/8 inches long, Third one 
12 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #114: TWO BLUE & WHITE RECTANGULAR CHAMFERED PLATTERS. 
Description:  The first by Copeland and Barret, late Spode, with impressed rondel, 
in "The Dog in the Manger Pattern" from Aesop's Fables series, the second with 
rabbits outside a burrow beneath thatched cottages. 
dimensions: of each 18 and 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #115: TWO STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR 
PLATTERS. 
Description:  One rectangular 17 1/2 inches wide and one oval 17 inches wide. 
Impressed mark 16 on both. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #116: TWO STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR 
PLATTERS. 
Description: One Semi-China, with fountain, deer and figures in a country house 
park, second impressed "Impb.Co" in the "Italian Lakes" pattern". 
dimensions: one 16 1/2 inches long and the other 15 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #117: STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR PLATTER. 
Description:  Decorated with fisherman with nets, colonnated house, flower and 
grape bunch border. 
dimensions: 20 3/4 inches long 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #118: STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR PLATTER. 
Description:  With oval scene of Chinese figures within a floral border. Impressed 
#20. 
dimensions: 21 inches long 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00  

Lot #119: PAIR OF SPODE BLUE & WHITE OVAL STANDS. 
Description:  Impressed Spode above the letter "D", decorated with an arched 
bridge and tower, together with an oval 9 1/2 inch dish showing figures among ruins, 
a 10 inch oval stand showing Gothick church ruins, 8 3/4 inches in oval vegetable 
dish with figures across a lake from a village. (5 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #120: PAIR OF ENGLISH TRANSFER-DECORATED PORCELAIN TWO HANDLED 
BASKETS. 
Description:  In the manner of canton ware, one with underglaze blue X mark. 
dimensions: 8 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 



 

Lots 121 - 130  

Lot #121: THREE STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a reticulated two handled basket in the "British Scenery" 
pattern, a two-handled platter in the "Rural Scenery" pattern and a scalloped 
rectangular dish in the "Ciala Kavak" patttern.  
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #122: GROUP OF SEVEN BLUE & WHITE TRANSFER-DECORATED PLATES. 
Description:  Comprising: two 7 1/4 inch plates and a pair of seven and one half 
inch plates with pierced borders showing two huntsmen and dogs, a pair of 6 1/2 
plates showing rabbits in a burrow fitted in ebonized frames, a 7 1/2 inch plate by 
Rogers inscribed "Who was it when we both were young..." 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #123: SET OF SIX STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE RETICULATED PLATES. 
Description:  Impressed 7.14, each with a mounted figure and a maiden, cows in 
front of a thatched cottage. 
dimensions: 9 1/4 inches diameter 
Estimate: $125.00 - $150.00 

Lot #124: GROUP OF EIGHT MISCELLANEOUS STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE AND WHITE 
PLATES. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of 10 3/4 inch soup plates in the "Country Scenery 
Pattern", a pair of 10 3/4 plates, in the "Canova Pattern" by T. Mayer, and four other 
plates. 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #125: GROUP OF THREE STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE SAUCE BOATS. 
Description:  One by Jones & Sons with "Elizabeth Adressing the Troops", the 
second with figures, bridge and castle, the third with a band of flowers, impressed 
mark ERS; 
together with a two-handled bowl decorated with cows and 
a two-handled stand with thatched roof, figures and a 
church. (5 pieces) 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #126: STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE TUREEN & COVER. 
Description:  With foliate molded handles, four feet, with castellated tower by a 
lakeside; together with a blue and white ladle. 
dimensions: 14 inches wide (2 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #127: SPODE BLUE & WHITE TUREEN & COVER WITH ATTACHED STAND. 
Description:  In the "Spode's Tower" pattern, of boat form showing views of Rome 
pointed oval stand; together with a blue and white oval tureen and cover, decorated 
with figures centered by a fountain and garden. 



dimensions: first 8 inches long, second 9 and 1/2 inches long (2 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #128: PAIR OF ENGLISH BLUE & WHITE STONE CHINA VEGETABLE DISHES 
AND COVERS. 
Description:  In the "Berlin Chaplet" pattern, each with an everted scalloped rim, 
floral clusters, molded shellwork and loop handles and four feet. Chips to rims. 
dimensions: 11 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #129: GROUP OF STAFFORDSHIRE BLUE & WHITE TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising a two- handled sauce tureen, a cover and stand, a 
matching sauce boat and stand, cracked, pair of two-handled 8 3/4 inch stands in 
the "Antiquarian" pattern, and a ladle. (6 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #130: GROUP OF COPELAND BLUE & WHITE TABLEWARES. 
Description:  In Spode's "Italian" pattern. Including: a pair of 12 1/2 inch 
chamfered rectangular platters, 14 1/2 inch platter, 11 1/2 inch two handled cake 
plate, butter dish and cover, 7 inch stand, 7 1/2 inch coffee pot and four other items 
together with six other blue and white articles. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

 

Lots 131 - 140  

Lot #131: GROUP OF BLUE & WHITE TEA WARES. 
Description:  Including: a Wood and Brettell teapot showing the "Death of Ophelia", 
another tea pot, Clews Stone China two-handled sugar bowl, another sugar bowl by 
W. Smith & Co., sugar urn in the Lion pattern, W. Smith & Co., tea cup and saucer, 
two 
cylindrical mugs, 6 inch waste pail with figure of a mother and four children in front 
of a thatched cottage and an individual tea pot. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #132: GROUP OF BLUE & WHITE LOZENGE SHAPED DISHES. 
Description:  Comprising: a Wood & Brettle (impressed W & B) dish, another dish 
with honeycomb and pagoda panels, the third with thatched cottage within floral 
border, two small dishes with figures and a bridge. 
dimensions: 5 1/4 inches wide to 11 3/8 inches wide. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #133: TWO FRENCH TOLE PAINTED TRADE SIGNS IN THE FORM OF 
NAPOLEONIC HATS. 
Description:  The one now a lampshade, maroon ground with gilt buttoned 
medallion, the other rose-ground with tiered "ribbon" medallion. 
dimensions: lengths 25 1/2 inches and 18 inches 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 



Lot #134: A CONTINENTAL GILTWOOD MIRROR. 
Description:  Five finials above a fluted cresting and an oval and beveled mirror 
plate (possibly Swedish). 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 21 inches wide 
Estimate: $800.00 - $900.00 

Lot #135: A TABERNACLE STYLE PAINTED AND PARCEL-GILT PICTURE FRAME. 
Description:  Of typical form with painted and gilt decorated decoration. Bearing a 
label on the reverse "J.J. Patrickson, 10 Church St., Chelsea, London" 
dimensions: 22 1/2 inches high x 18 inches wide 
Estimate: $500.00 - $600.00 

Lot #135A: EMPIRE PAINTED & PARCEL-GILT MIRROR. 
Description:  The rectangular painted and parcel-gilt frame surrounding a beveled 
mirror plate. 
dimensions: 58 and 1/2 inches high x 39 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #136: ZEBRA SKIN COVERED LOW TABLE. 
Description:  The circular top above a cylinder shaped table with tapering underside 
on three splayed legs ending in hoof feet. 
dimensions: 22 inches high x 33 inches wide 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #137: LARGE LOUIS XV WALNUT ARMOIRE. 
Description:  Mid Eighteenth Century. The shaped and molded cresting above two 
doors opening to reveal shelves above a shaped and molded plinth fitted with a 
drawer raised on short cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 101 inches tall x 55 inches wide x 23 inches deep 
Estimate: $2500.00 - $3500.00 

Lot #138: CARVED CONTINENTAL COFFER ON STAND. 
Description:  The carved hinged top above a body carved with figures, on a stand 
with molded frieze supported by turned legs. 
dimensions: 27 and 1/4 inches high x 42 and 1/2 inches wide x 22 and 1/2 inches 
deep. 
Estimate: $1800.00 - $2200.00 

Lot #139: SWISS BAROQUE CHAIR. 
Description:  The solid cresting rail raised on turned supports also supporting an 
upholstered seat below turned legs joined by a shaped stretcher. 
Estimate: $1400.00 - $1600.00 

Lot #140: PAIR OF ITALIAN PAINTED ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  The shaped cresting above a pierced back splat the drop in seat 
supported by square tapering legs in the front decorated in creamy white and light 
green paint. 
Estimate: $1400.00 - $1600.00 
 



Lots 141 - 150  

Lot #141: BAROQUE ARMCHAIR (PROBABLY SWISS). 
Description:  The padded and upholstered back raised on upholstered seat, the 
whole raised on turned legs joined by an H-shaped stretcher. 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

Lot #142: LOUIS XV SIDE CABINET. 
Description:  The top above a case with a frieze drawer above a shaped apron 
raised on short cabriole legs. 
approximately: 43 inches high x 54 and 1/2 inches wide x 25 and 1/2 inches deep 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2500.00 

Lot #143: LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY CONTINENTAL SPINNING WHEEL. 
Description:  The whole raised on turned legs and joined by a stretcher (appears to 
be lacking elements). 
dimensions: 33 inches high x 32 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $125.00 

Lot #144: LOUIS XV/XVI TRANSITIONAL FRUITWOOD ARMOIRE. 
Description:  The shaped cresting above a pair of paneled doors opening to reveal 
an interior with shelves, the whole raised on bun feet.  
dimensions: 79 inches high x 63 inches wide x 21 inches deep 
Estimate: $2500.00 - $3500.00 

Lot #145: CONTINENTAL WALNUT COMMODE. 
Description:  The top with molded edge above a case containing three drawers with 
fluted corner columns, raised on bun feet. 
dimensions: 32 inches high x 46 inches wide x 20 and 1/2 inches deep 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

Lot #146: WILLIAM & MARY STYLE SETTEE. 
Description:  The arched upholstered cresting and out scrolling arms on an 
upholstered seat with a loose cushion, the whole raised on cabriole legs with wavy 
stretcher. 
dimensions: 40 inches high x 63 inches wide x 30 inches deep 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #147: DIRECTOIRE FRUITWOOD SEMANIERE. 
Description:  The molded top with round corners above 7 drawers fitted with brass 
oval keyhole escutcheons, raised on short cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 4 feet 11 1/4 inches high x 24 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #148: LOUIS XVI STYLE PORCELAIN & GILT-METAL MOUNTED VITRINE 
CABINET. 
Description:  The onyx top (cracked) above a frieze with two oval porcelain 
portraits spaced by pomegranate mounts; the case enclosed by a beveled glass door 
with petal tip and fitted with portrait rondels and musical trophy corner panels, 
painted cream with floral branches. 



dimensions: 4 ft. 5 1/4 in. high x 26 1/2 in. wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #149: LOUIS XV STYLE GILTWOOD FIRE SCREEN. 
Description:  A carved cresting joined by C-scroll carved supports surrounding a 
cloth-covered panel the whole raised on carved feet. Losses and flaking throughout, 
previous in-painting with gold paint. 
dimensions: 48 inches high x 35 inches wide x 17 inches deep 
Estimate: $1400.00 - $1600.00 

Lot #150: LARGE LOUIS XV STYLE EXTENSION DINING TABLE. 
Description:  The oak triple top with molded edge above a carved and shaped frieze 
on cabriole legs with hoof feet. Labeled "Richards Saalfeeld Patent Automatentisch".  
dimensions: 30 and 1/2 inches high x 59 inches wide (closed) x 47 inches deep. 
Opens to 163 inches, approximately. 
Estimate: $2200.00 - $2400.00 

 

Lots 151 - 160  

Lot #151: ITALIAN ROCOCO WALNUT SETTEE. 
Description:  The serpentine padded cresting rail and out scrolled arms above a 
caned seat with loose cushion, raised on cabriole legs ending in scroll feet 
Estimate: $2500.00 - $3500.00 

Lot #152: NEST OF FOUR CHINESE HARDWOOD TABLES. 
Description:  Each rectangular molded top above pierced foliate frieze raised on ox 
bow legs. 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 20 1/4 inches wide (largest) 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #153: ANGLO INDIAN TEAKWOOD FOUR-POSTER BEDSTEAD. 
Description:  The posts with spiral reeded sections and applied brass diamond 
panels, joined by spindle galleries with shaped crestings. 
dimensions: height approx. 6 feet 10 inches, width of 
headboard approx. 5 feet 4 inches 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #154: FRENCH IRON, BRASS AND MARBLE BAKER'S TABLE. 
Description: The marble top supported by a brass and iron base with scrolling 
supports and turned stretcher.  
dimensions: 28 inches high x 60 inches wide x 35 inches deep 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $1700.00 

Lot #155: An item to be sold 
Description: PAIR OF COLONIAL ARMCHAIRS. The flat cresting rail and adjustable 
ladder-back supports with flat arms and turned supports, the whole on square legs 
with casters with embroidered cushions. For a similar chair see Christie's sale 



October 25, 1998 lot #160 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #156: PAIR OF CHINESE MING STYLE BRASS-MOUNTED HARDWOOD SIDE 
CABINETS. 
Description:  Each rectangular top above an open shelf with applied moldings, 
above a pair of doors fitted with circular lock plate and hinges. 
dimensions: 4 feet 3 7/8 inches high x 27 inches wide 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1800.00 

Lot #157: LARGE GEORGE III CARVED GILTWOOD RECTANGULAR FRAME. 
Description:  Carved with shell medallions and corners, floral clusters and S-scrolls. 
dimensions: approximately 6 feet 8 inches x 9 feet 
Estimate: $2500.00 - $3500.00 

Lot #158: LARGE LOUIS XV STYLE CARVED GILTWOOD RECTANGULAR FRAME. 
Description:  The outer edges carved with leaf tips centering a raised band carved 
with shells, strapwork and foliage. 
dimensions: approximately 8 feet 9 inches x 7 feet 8 inches 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2000.00 

Lot #159: SOUTH BAY, HUDSON, NEW YORK. 
Description:  Oil on paperboard, 7 and 7/8 inches x 13 inches. Note: This work is 
from the estate of Lilian Reineck of Hudson, New York. It was done by her 
grandmother Laura Seymour Hasbrouck(1841-1900), who frequently painted with 
Sanford Robinson Gifford.  
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #160: ''GRAIN ELEVATORS''. 
Description:  Watercolor on paperboard, 9 1/2 inches x 13 3/4 inches (image, 
sight) signed in the image lower left R. Hurley and signed again on the mat lower 
right R.N. Hurley and titled lower left.  
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

 

Lots 161 - 170  

Lot #161: MISCELLANEOUS WORKS ON PAPER. 
Description:  "Luggelaw (County 7010 15 Wicklow). Including a reproduction 
Fouquet print, four Bartlett reproduction prints of Hudson River views, a cartoon of 
the "Hudson - Fulton Celebration Oct. 7" from the NY Sunday World & a January 
1938 reprint for Fortune Magazine of the "Pied Piper of Toledo". 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

Lot #162: FIVE MISCELLANEOUS PRINTS. 
Description:  One color, the others black and white, all framed. The largest 16 3/4 
inches x 17 inches. All are signed. Comprising: etching and aquatint of fishermem 
stamped and signed "Sherwood" 10 1/4 inches x 9 inches, Tropical Village etching, 
#10/100 "WW Rogers" 3 inches x 3 7/8 inches, Tropical Scenery etching, #10/100 



"WW Rogers" 5 7/8 inches x 4 3/8 inches, a scenic lithograph,  7 inches x 9 3/8 
inches, a color lithograph of a tugboat, 7 1/2 inches x 8 3/4 inches; the last two 
signed indistinctly. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #163: TWO PRINTED ILLUSTRATIONS BY G. TOURNON OF CRAFTSMEN. 
Description:  Each 4 and 7/8 inches x 3 and 1/8 inches (image, sight), matted and 
framed under glass. 
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #164: EUROPEAN VILLAGE SCENE WITH FIGURES. 
Description:  Pastel on paper laid down on paper; 6 7/8 inches x 5 11/16 inches. 
Initialed lower left "FW" and signed below image lower right "Georges Weber(?) and 
inscribed below image lower left "LH (?) St. Germain". In a wooden frame. 
Estimate: 5$0.00 - $75.00 

Lot #165: COASTAL LANDSCAPE. 
Description:  Watercolor on paperboard with gold leaf beveled edges 4 7/8 inches x 
5 13/16 inches (sight), in a gold painted shadow box frame. Canadian gallery label 
on verso. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #166: THIRTEEN MAPS OF THE CITY OF HUDSON, NEW YORK. 
Description: From the "Atlas of Columbia County/New York/From actual survey's 
and Official Records/Compiled and Published by O.G. Beers & Co./320 Chestnut 
Street Philadelphia/1873" 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

Lot #167: SMALL MEXICAN SILVER OVAL PLATTER by Miciel. 
Description:  With fluted border engraved with birds and flower heads; together 
with a wood-handled silver-plated silent butler, slotted tomato server by Alvin and 
seven silver plated articles including a West German oval scalloped 14 3/4 inch tray, 
well-and-tree platter and four small articles and a silver plated two handled circular 
tray. Approximately ten pieces. 
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #168: COLLECTION OF MORTARS & PESTLES. 
Description:  Comprising: approximately sixteen treen sets, of various woods, 
together with two miniature wood mortars and wood pestles; a Central American 
volcanic rock set, an alabaster set, Kashmiri lacquer set with brass liner, three brass 
sets, one cast with a face of a beared man, three miniature brass sets and a brass 
bowl, a cast iron set, aluminum set by Wilton, Portuguese amber glass set and a 
clear glass pestal, nine various ceramic mortars and four pestles. (Approximately 31 
pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $250.00 

Lot #169: FOUR SHERATON STYLE MAHOGANY OPEN ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  Each with upholstered back, S-form arms, serpentine seats and 
reeded legs, variously upholstered. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #170: PAIR OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN BENTWOOD CHAIRS. 
Description:  With pressed board seats each with paper label of "Fischel" each with 
a ballon back, circular seat and splayed legs together with six turned wood display 
stands. From Vasilow Brother's confectionary, Hudson, New York. 
dimensions: height of four stands 23 1/2 inches, height of two stands 17 1/4 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $125.00 

 

Lots 171 - 180  

Lot #171: WILLIAM & MARY STYLE TWELVE PIECE SATINWOOD SUITE OF DINING 
ROOM FURNITURE. 
Description:  Comprising a dining table with three leaves, eight side chairs and two 
armchairs and a sideboard. 
dimensions of sideboard: 39 inches high x 30 inches long x 29 inches deep, length of 
dining table fully extended 8 feet 2 inches. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #172: VICTORIAN WALNUT CHEST-OF-DRAWERS. 
Description:  The white marble top above three graduating drawers raised on a 
shaped and molded plinth. 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 47 1/2 inches wide x 20 inches deep 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #173: EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY MAHOGANY SIX PIECE BEDROOM SUITE. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of twin beds, each with a 
solid headboard and footboard with arched crests; two chest-of-drawers and a 
kneehole desk and stool. 
dimensions: of stool 22 1/2 inches high. of kneehole desk 32 inches high x 4 feet 
long 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #174: PAIR OF NARCISSUS PRINTS. 
Description:  Black and white engravings with hand coloring, each 13 and 1/8 
inches x 9 and 5/8 inches (image), matted and framed under glass. 
Discolored. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #175: PAIR OF HAND-COLORED BOTANICAL PRINTS. 
Description:  Each 14 3/4 inches x 10 1/2 inches (image, sight); inscribed in the 
plate lower left "P.Sluyter/Sculp." in gilt and painted liner in a modern gilded frame. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #176: PAIR OF HAND-COLORED BOTANICAL PRINTS. 
Description:  Each 15 5/8 inches x 11 3/8 inches (image, sight); inscribed in the 
plate lower left "P. Sluyter/Sculp." in gilt and painted liner in a modern gilded frame. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 



Lot #177: PAIR OF DECORATIVE PAPER PANELS OF BIRDS. 
Description:  Color prints on paper, laid down on board, each 13 and 1/2 inches x 
11 and 1/2 inches (image) in antiqued shadow box frames. 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #178: SET OF FOUR BIRD PRINTS AFTER GEORGE EDWARDS. 
Description:  Hand colored etchings on paper, each approximately 9 and 1/4 inches 
x 7 and 3/8 inches (plate), matted and framed under glass.  
Estimate: $275.00 - $375.00 

Lot #179: PAIR OF BIRD PRINTS AFTER BROWN. 
Description:  Hand colored etchings, marked P. Brown in the plate, each 11 and 1/2 
inches x 8 and 3/4 inches (page), matted and framed, one glass missing.  
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #180: PAIR OF FRENCH HAND COLORED LITHOGRAPHIC ORNITHOLOGICAL 
PRINTS BY P.W.M. TRAP, AFTER J.G. KEULEMANS. 
Description:  Framed in a pair of incised walnut grained and parcel gilt frames  
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

 

Lots 181 - 190  

Lot #181: BIRD ON A BRANCH. 
Description:  Watercolor on paper. 5 and 5/8 inches  x 7 and 3/8 inches (sight), 
framed under glass. 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #182: "PRIMROSE AND FLOWERING CACTUS". 
Description:  Watercolors on paper, each 9 and 3/4 inches x 8 and 5/8 inches 
(sight), framed under glass.  
Estimate: $30.00 - $50.00 

Lot #183: "RESTE DES WARMEN BADES BIN LICODIA AM AETNA". 
Description:  Sepia ink on paper, framed under glass. 10 and 3/4 inches x 13 and 
1/2 inches (sight).  
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #184: FARM SCENE AND COWS IN A FIELD. 
Description:  Watercolors on paper, the first 7 and 1/4 inches x 9 and 1/2 inches 
(sight) the second 7 inches x 9 inches (sight) both framed under glass. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #185: GRAZING SHEEP. 
Description:  Pastel on paper, 16 inches x 20 inches (sight), in a carved and gilded 
frame under glass. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 



Lot #186: LOT OF NINE MISCELLANEOUS WORKS ON PAPER. 
Description:  Colored prints and watercolors on paper, miscellaneous sizes. The 
largest 8 and 1/2 inches x 12 and 1/4 inches (image) all framed under glass. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #187: TWO WATERCOLORS CASTLE AND RUINS. 
Description:  Watercolors on paper, the largest 7 and 1/8 inches x 8 and 1/2 inches 
(image) both framed under glass.  
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #188: FRENCH WALLPAPER PANEL. 
Description:  Color print on paper, 15 inches x 11 inches (sight), framed under 
glass. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

Lot #189: "TWICKENHAM". 
Description:  Colored engraving after W. Pickett, 10 inches x 14 3/8 inches (image, 
sight) matted and framed under glass.  
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #190: TWO VIEWS OF THE THAMES. 
Description:  Colored prints on paper, each 11 and 1/4 inches x 17 and 7/8 inches 
(image, sight) framed under glass. 
Estimate: $30.00 - $50.00 

 

Lots 191 - 200  

Lot #191: GROUP OF FIVE BLACK & WHITE ENGRAVINGS. 
Description:  Depicting Jane, Comtess of Harrington; Edward Southwell: Thomas 
Maxwell: The Lady Brandon: and a mariner: all framed, the largest 17 inches x 13 
and 5/8 inches (including frame).  
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #192: FOUR PRINTS OF TITLED CHILDREN. 
Description:  Black and white engravings on paper framed as two pair, the larger, 
20 1/4 inches x 14 1/8 inches; all matted and in shadow box frames. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $300.00 

Lot #193: JOHN WILKES, ESQ. 
Description:  Mezzotint on paper, 12 inches x 10 inches (image, sight) matted and 
framed under glass. 
Estimate: $20.00 - $30.00 

Lot #194: THREE MEZZOTINTS. 
Description:  Two depicting people in gardens; one after Van Dyke; all framed 
under glass. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 



Lot #195: SIR BALTHAZAR GERBIER AND HIS FAMILY. 
Description:  Black and white engraving on paper after the portrait by Van Dyck, 15 
and 3/4 inches x 22 and 1/4 inches (image) matted and framed under glass.  
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #196: TWO INTERIORS. 
Description:  Black and white prints laid down on paper, each 2 and 3/8 inches x 3 
and 1/2 inches (sight), framed under glass.  
Estimate: $30.00 - $50.00 

Lot #197: PAIR OF PUTTI PRINTS. 
Description:  Oval sepia mezzotints, the larger 5 1/4 inches x 4 1/2 inches (image, 
sight); each signed "F. Bartolozzi Esq. R.A. Inv. Del & Sculp."; in gilded frames under 
glass. 
Estimate: $80.00 - $100.00 

Lot #198: VENUS CROUCHING. 
Description:  Engraving on paper, 2 3/8 inches x 1 9/16 inches (image, sight). 
Inscribed on the mat verso "Altdorfer/VenusCrouching/Original 
engraving/B.33/W.55". Matted and framed under glass. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #199: FROLICKING NYMPHS. 
Description:  Woodblock print on paper, 7 7/8 inches x 10 7/8 inches (image sight), 
signed in the margin lower right "Arthur B. Davies", matted and framed under glass. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #200: TURRET IN MOONLIGHT. 
Description:  Etching in sepia ink, 11 9/16 inches x 97/17 inches (plate, sight); 
signed in the plate "T. Moran, 1883"; the initials conjoined and signed in pencil in the 
margin "T. Moran", matted and framed under glass. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

 

Lots 201 - 210  

Lot #201: PAINTED & PARCEL-GILT FIGURE OF CHRIST ON CRUCIFIX. 
Description:  Of typical form inscribed INRI. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #202: LOUIS XVI STYLE GILT-METAL TWO-LIGHT WALL LIGHT. 
Description:  With an urn form finial above a bow knot with a tapering shaft 
supporting two foliate cast arms and gadrooned nozzles, the shaft below, entwined 
by floral sprays. 
dimensions: 28 inches high x 15 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #203: BRONZE AND ORMOLU-MOUNTED HOT WATER URN. 
Description:  Of typical urn form with Egyptian motif ring handles above a hot 
water spigot, ending in a square molded base on circular feet. 
dimensions: 18 1/2 inches high x 11 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #204: CONTINENTAL ETCHED GLASS AND LEAD-MOUNTED MIRROR. 
Description:  The arched mirror plate etched with chinoiserie designs mounted in a 
lead border. 
dimensions: 25 inches high x 15 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #205: ITALIAN ROCOCO GILTWOOD MIRROR. 
Description:  The foliate carved cresting above roccoco foliate carving surrounding 
an oval frame with carved C-scrolls centering a mirror plate 
dimensions: 17 inches high x 11 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #206: AMERICAN MAHOGANY PIER MIRROR. 
Description:  The broken pediment cresting hung with acorns over a frame with 
fluted and ring turned columns flanking a veneered border framing a mirror plate. 
dimensions: 55 inches high x 32 1/2 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #207: AMERICAN MAHOGANY SHELF CLOCK. 
Description:  By Williams, Orton & Preston & Co. The carved central cresting 
centered by a pair of columns centering a mahogany crossbanded door with mirror 
plate and panel fitted with print of George Washington. Movement replaced. 
dimensions: 32 inches high x 16 1/2 inches wide x 4 3/4 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #208: LARGE AMERICAN BRASS MANTEL CLOCK. 
Description:  By the Chelsea Clock Co. Boston, MA., Retailed by Tiffany & Co. The 
silvered dial surrounded by a circular brass case raised on a pedestal ending in scroll 
feet. 
dimensions: 13 inches high x 14 inches wide x 7 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #209: "GRECIAN MOSAIC SHELF CLOCK". 
Description:  By Ingrahm. The tin painted dial with Roman numerals surrounded by 
brass bezel set in a conforming case raised on plinth with two rondels. With one key 
and pendulum bob. 
dimensions: 14 inches high x 10 1/2 inches wide x 4 1/2 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #210: PAINTED WOOD MODEL OF NOAH'S ARK 
Description:  With painted wooden figures. The barn of typical barn form painted 
blue and white with red and black painted roof with various animals and figures. 
Approximately 33 pieces 
dimensions: 8 1/2 inches high x 14 1/2 inches wide x 6 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

 

Lots 211 - 220  

Lot #211: AMERICAN PAINTED FALL-FRONT DESK. 
Description:  The hinged and lidded top opening to reveal an open well and pigeon 
hole dividers above a pair of doors flanked by columns ending in bun feet. 
dimensions: 38 1/2 inches high x 37 inches wide x 22 1/2 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #212: PLASTER FIGURE OF VENUS. 
Description:  Depicting "Venus after the Bath", plaster and painted greenish gray. 
Attributed to Humpfrey Hopper. 
64 inches tall 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #213: PAIR OF THREE LIGHT CANDELABRA. 
Description:  Of cut glass, ormolu, and marble. Possibly Swedish. A crescent moon 
finial supported by a brass shaft raised on a cut glass and marble support. The out 
scrolled body fitted with pendant drops. The whole supporting three candle arms with 
nozzles. (elements lacking and repaired) 
dimensions: 28 1/2 inches high x 9 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #214: AMERICAN "ADIRONDACKS" CARVED PICTURE FRAME. 
Description:  The border carved with a natural branch and leaf motif surrounding a 
scoop molded frame with incised and gilded corners with an ebonized and gilded 
liner. 
dimensions: 33 inches high x 38 1/2 inches wide x 3 1/2 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #215: AMERICAN FEDERAL FIRE FENDER. 
Description:  Of serpentine form with four turned brass finials and steel grate raised 
on turned brass feet. 
dimensions: 23 inches high x 29 inches wide x 13 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 



Lot #216: PAIR OF AMERICAN PAINTED SIDE CHAIRS. 
Description:  With rush seats, each with two horizontal back splats and shaped 
stiles continuing to turned legs joined by stretchers. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #217: FEDERAL FAUX PAINTED CANDLESTAND. 
Description:  The rectangular shaped top above a finely turned urn-form standard 
on inverted spider legs ending in brass ball feet. 
dimensions: 26 1/4 inches high x 19 inches wide x 13 1/4 inches deep. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #218: REGENCY MAHOGANY TRIPOD TABLE. 
Description:  The rectangular top above an urn-turned standard with tripod arched 
spider legs. 
dimensions: 27 inches high x 38 inches wide x 23 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #219: AMERICAN CLASSICAL BAROMETER. 
Description:  Of typical form fitted with a thermometer and barometer, inscribed on 
paper barometer dial L.A. Smith. 
dimensions: 38 inches high x 10 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #220: ASSEMBLED PAIR OF AMERICAN SIDE CHAIRS. 
Description:  Of tiger and birdseye maple, the shaped cresting rail above a vase-
shaped figured back splat over a caned seat ending in saber legs. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

 

Lots 221 - 230  

Lot #221: AMERICAN CLASSICAL MAHOGANY DROP-LEAF TABLE. 
Description  The rectangular top wtih 2 drop leaves on a square standard raised on 
four scroll feet. 
dimensions: 29 1/2 inches high x 42 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #222: GILTWOOD PIER MIRROR, POSSIBLY AMERICAN. 
Description  A broken pediment with acorns below a panel with case foliate 
ornaments centered by a shell, flanked by turned, fluted and carved supports and 
conforming apron. 
dimensions: 55 inches high x 32 1/2 inches wide 



From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2000.00 

Lot #223: AMERICAN CLASSICAL MAHOGANY BOOKCASE. 
Description  The shaped and molded cresting above a pair of glazed doors flanked 
by S-scroll supports, on a conforming plinth ending in shaped square feet 
dimensions: 63 inches high x 52 inches wide x 17 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #224: PALISANDER EBONY AND GILT DOOR SURROUND. 
Description  The gilt molded cresting above a veneered panel flanked by a pair of 
gilt capitals and flat veneered columns ending in gilt plinths. 
dimensions: 118 inches high x 79 inches wide 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2500.00 

Lot #225: PAIR OF LOUIS XVI STYLE GREY PAINTED SIDE CHAIRS. 
Description Each with a carved cresting rail and carved lyre-form back rest, the 
upholstered seat on turned and fluted legs ending in turned feet. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #226: BAMBOO AND LACQUER SIDE TABLE. 
Description  The inset lacquer top surrounded by bamboo border the whole raised 
on bamboo legs joined by a stretcher ending in out splayed bamboo feet. 
dimensions: 28 inches high x 30 inches wide x 21 1/2 inches deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #227: VICTORIAN OAK "GOTHIC" METAMORPHIC SIDE CHAIR. 
Description  The arched "Gothic" cresting rail above a pierced "Gothic" back splat 
above a plank seat and hinged mechanism opening to reveal library steps raised on 
oak legs. 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #228: ENGLISH DRAW-LEAF TABLE. 
Description  The elm top overhanging a plain frieze with two leaves supported by a 
plain molded frieze, supported by square tapering legs. 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 30 inches wide 115 inches long fully extended 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

Lot #229: CARLO BUGATTI CORNER CHAIR. 
Description  Ebonized wood parchment and hammered copper. 
The curved back rail inlaid in pewter with a typical geometric pattern above two 
parchment covered roundels painted with female figures, pendent from cord, inset 
with pierced hammered copper roundels, the upholstered parchment seat above a 
conformingly inlaid apron raised on copper wrapped turned legs. (distressed) 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $4000.00 - $6000.00 



Lot #230: LACQUER TRAY BY JEAN DUNAND. 
Description  The rectangular tray with a dished top and eggshell border and rich red 
color. Signed on the reverse Jean Dunand. 
dimensions: 8 1/4 inch wide x 6 1/2 inch deep 
From the Estate of Frederick W. Hughes 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

 

Lots 231 - 240  

Lot #232: THREE GLASS HURRICANE SHADES. 
Description:  Two clear with brass rings and one frosted with enamel floral band. 
dimensions: 9 1/4 inches to 11 1/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #234: FEDERAL GILTWOOD CARVED PIER MIRROR. 
Description:  The upright plate surmounted by a diamond lattice panel; with ball 
applied sides and cornice. 
dimensions: 4 feet 2 1/2 inches x 30 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $3000.00 - $5000.00 

Lot #236: AMERICAN SCALE. 
Description:  In red paint with gold highlights with a brass hopper marked 
"Perfection Scale Co. New Canaan, CT. No. 3". 
dimensions: 13 inches high x 18 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #238: AMERICAN SCHOOL HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF A GENTLEMAN AND A 
HALF LENGTH PORTRAIT OF A LADY WITH BROOCH AND GOLD PENDANT WITH 
PENCIL. 
Description:  Oil on Canvas; Framed in Mahogany veneered frames 
dimensions: 30 inches x 25 inches 
Estimate: $3500.00 - $4500.00 

Lot #240: SMALL NEOCLASSICAL GILTWOOD MIRROR. 
Description:  The broken crest above a verre eglomise tablet and a mirror. Paint 
distressed on tablet. Chips. 
dimensions: 25 inches high x 15 and 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

 

Lots 241 - 250  

Lot #241: BLACK TOLE CHINOISERIE DECORATED TRAY. 
Description:  The rectangular tray with rounded corners and decorated with Chinese 
figures, buildings and dragon. 



dimensions: 27 inches wide x 21 inches deep 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #242: THREE TREEN SHOE-FORM SNUFF BOXES. 
Description:  Of typical-form, height of tallest 3 inches. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #243: SMALL GILTWOOD CONVEX MIRROR. 
Description:  The dish frame and ebonized inner border surrounding a convex plate. 
dimensions: 11 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #244: GEORGE III MAHOGANY TEA CADDY. 
Description:  The lidded top opening to reveal three sections. The whole raised on 
bracket feet. 
dimensions: 6 inches high x 9 inches wide x 5 inches deep 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #245: PAIR OF SIMILAR GEORGE III MAHOGANY KNIFE BOXES. 
Description:  Each veneered in mahogany and opening to reveal a fitted sections 
dimensions: height of tallest 14 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $350.00 - $450.00 

Lot #246: REGENCY PARTRIDGE WOOD TEA CADDY. 
Description:  Together with a mahogany and cross banded box. The teacaddy of 
rectangular form with gilt metal carrying handles and raised on ball feet. The box of 
rectangular form; opens to reveal a lift out section raised on bun feet. 
dimensions: largest: 13 inches wide x 10 inches deep x 7 inches high 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #247: GROUP OF THREE BOXES. 
Description:  Includes a chinese red lacquer box, chinese export box and a 
rosewood brass and mother-of-pearl inlaid box. 
dimensions: 12 inches deep x 8 inches wide x 10 inches high (largest) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $350.00 

Lot #248: PHOEBE THE CUP BEARER. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, relined; 18 1/2 inches x 15 15/16 inches; in a gilded 
liner. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #249: AMERICAN HOOKED CARPET. 
Description:  Worked with oval floral medallion on oatmeal ground within grape 
border with floral clusters and scroll work. 
dimensions: approx. 9 feet 3 1/2 inches x 11 feet 3 inches 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1400.00 

Lot #250: HOOKED CARPET. 
Description:  The oval ivory field with floral stalks within cafe au lait surround. 
dimensions: approx. 7 feet 11 1/2 inches x 9 feet 11 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 



 

Lots 251 - 260  

Lot #251: AMERICAN RED GREEN AND CREAM COVERLET. 
Description:   Centered by a floral leaf medallion on a basket weave pattern ground 
with floral border, fringed edge. 
dimensions: approximately 7 feet x 6 feet 4 inches  
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #252: AMERICAN COVERLET. 
Description:   Dark blue ground worked with tiles incorporating latched ivory 
medallions and iron red checker medallions, fringed edge. 
dimensions: 6 feet x 6 feet 10 inches approximately. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #253: AMERICAN GREEN, RED AND BLUE COVERLET. 
Description:   With three color stripes, floral central medallion and oak leaves, 
fringed border. 
dimensions: approximately 6 feet 8 inches x 7 feet 6 inches 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #254: AMERICAN FLAT WEAVE RUNNER. 
Description:   With horizontal stripes in cafe au lait on a black ground overlaid with 
ivory circles. 
dimensions: approximately 44 inches x 83 inches 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #255: AMERICAN MARBLE-TOP CAST IRON TABLE. 
Description:   The base incised Wood & Co. Philadelphia. The rectangular top on a 
stand cast with fruit and foliage, with conforming stretcher. 
dimensions: 31 inches high x 30 inches long 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #256: SET OF THREE BLACK LACQUER CHINESE EXPORT NESTING TABLES. 
Description:   The rectangular tops decorated with Chinese decoration raised on 
turned supports and ending in shaped feet. One table missing, originally a set of 
four. 
dimensions: 28 inches high x 19 inches wide x 12 inches deep 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #257: PAIR OF OAK CARVED WALL BRACKETS. 
Description:   The central body surmounted by sprigs with foliage. 
dimensions: 10 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #258: MAHOGANY "GONDOLA" SIDE CHAIR. 
Description:   Of typical form lacking slip seat. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 



Lot #259: TWO ROCKING CHAIRS. 
Description:   Comprising one bentwood with cane back and seat and one with 
serpentine crest above a cane back (lacking seat) 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #260: AMERICAN CLASSICAL MAHOGANY GAMES TABLE. 
Description:   The rectangular hinged and swivel top above cushion molded frieze 
above rope-twist edge; acanthus-carved pedestal, shaped base and claw feet. 
dimensions: 29 3/4 inches H x 36 inches L 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

 

Lots 261 - 270  

Lot #261: AMERICAN CLASSICAL MAHOGANY DRESSER. 
Description:  The oval mirror plate with floral-carved cresting and double scroll 
supports above two small drawers; the lower section containing four long drawers, 
raised on bracket feet. 
dimensions: 6ft 6 inches H x 42 inches W 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #262: AMERICAN EMPIRE CARD TABLE. 
Description:  The flip top above a molded frieze supported by a banjo shaped 
standard raised on four scroll feet. 
dimensions: 28 and 1/2 inches high x 39 and 1/2 inches 
wide x 19 inches deep 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #263: AMERICAN FEDERAL MAHOGANY TWO-PART DROP-LEAF DINING TABLE. 
Description:  Each table with rounded corners and a drop-leaf, above a plain frieze 
on reeded and turned legs and feet, possibly Philadelphia. 
dimensions: 29 inches high x 48 inches wide x 86 inches long open 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #264: AMERICAN CHERRY CHEST OF DRAWERS. 
Description:  The molded top above five graduated drawers raised on bracket feet. 
45 inches high x 38 inches wide x 18 inches deep  
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #265: SET OF FOUR WINDSOR CHAIRS. 
Description:  The shaped cresting above a spindle back and a plank seat supported 
by bamboo turned legs. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #266: AMERICAN RENAISSANCE WALNUT WORK TABLE. 
Description:  The molded top above a foliate-incised frieze drawer, raised on 
tapered legs formed by pierced stretchers cantering on wood finial; together with a 
Victorian Walnut Side Chair with spiral twist uprights and black ground floral 
needlework (2 pieces) 



dimensions of work table: 29" h x 28" w x 20" d 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #267: "WALLACE NUTTING" EARLY AMERICAN STYLE STAINED WOOD LADDER 
BACK SIDE CHAIR WITH RUSH SEAT. 
Description:  With break arch splats; ring turned uprights and turned legs. The back 
rail incised in script "Wallace Nutting" 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #268: PAIR OF EARLY AMERICAN STYLE TIGER MAPLE LADDERBACK 
ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  The open back, with turned finials and cotton web seats. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #269: SET OF FOUR SHAKER STYLE TIGER MAPLE CHAIRS. 
Description:  Comprising two armchairs and two side chairs, each with three 
ladder-back splats on turned stiles and legs with woven taped seats.  
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #270: FEDERAL STYLE CREAM-GROUND PAINTED WOOD MIRROR. 
Description:  With 1/2 round pilasters and black corner squares. 
dimensions: 16 inches x 14 inches 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

 

Lots 271 - 280  

Lot #271: AMERICAN COUNTRY GREEN PAINTED CABINET. 
Description:  The rectangular flat top above open shelves flanked by fielded panels, 
raised on a plinth. 
dimensions: 7 feet 6 3/4 inches high x 4 feet 8 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #272: AN AMERICAN TIGER MAPLE DOOR. 
Description:  Made up of four highly figured and wonderfully colored panels, 
removed from "Needles" workshop, Baltimore, Maryland. 
dimensions: 100 inches high x 34 inches wide 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #273: AMERICAN MAHOGANIZED CHEST OF DRAWERS. 
Description:  The thumb molded top above a case fitted with five drawers. The 
whole raised on shaped bracket feet. 
dimensions: 36 inches high x 37 1/2 inches wide x 19 inches deep 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #274: FEDERAL CARVED PAINTED WOOD DOOR FRAME. 
Description:  The rectangular opening surmounted by a lunette window with fan-
shaped panes, arched molded surround. 



dimensions: approx. 9 feet 1/2 inch high x 38 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #275: PAIR AMERICAN PRESSED CLEAR GLASS DOLPHIN-FORM 
CANDLESTICKS. 
Description:  With flower cup nozzles and stepped 
bases. 
dimensions: 9 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #276: ELI TERRY MAHOGANY, PILLAR AND SCROLL CLOCK. 
Description:  With paper label, "Patent Clocks Invented by Eli Terry, made and sold 
at Plymouth, Conn..."; The white-painted wood dial enclosed by a double pane door, 
the lower pane painted with a white-columned building centering the pendulum 
aperture; flanked by free-standing columns, raised on bracket feet. 
dimensions: 29 inches high x 17 1/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1800.00 

Lot #277: TWO SMALL TABLE CLOCKS. 
Description:  One Chelsea with silvered steel dial and drum case, the second French 
with enamel dial, fluted pilasters and flower basket decoration. 
dimensions: 7 and 1/4 inches high, 8 and 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #278: SETH THOMAS ROSEWOOD GRAINED 30-HOUR SHELF CLOCK. 
Description:  With label, "Brass clocks made and sold by Seth Thomas, Plymouth 
Hollow, Conn."; the double-pane door with floral roundel on black ground, flanked by 
1/2 round 
faux marble pilasters, shaped base. 
dimensions: 25 1/4 inches high x 15 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #279: AMERICAN EASTLAKE INCISED WALNUT SHELF CLOCK. 
Description:  The applied paper chapter ring with brass movement, the case with 
architectural cresting enclosed by a glass door, raised on a plinth. 
dimensions: 22 3/4 inches high x 15 inches long 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #280: AMERICAN INCISED OAK CALENDAR SHELF CLOCK. 
Description:  With patent October 9, 1894. The white enamel dial above a month-
of-the year dial enclosed by a glass door beneath a shaped crest; the base with day-
of-the week aperture. 
dimensions: 22 inches high x 13 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

 

Lots 281 - 290  



Lot #281: AMERICAN CLASSICAL ROSEWOOD VENEERED AND PARCEL GILT 8-DAY 
SHELF CLOCK WITH EGLOMISE PANELS. 
Description:  The double-pane door with floral panel on an ivory ground, flanked by 
1/2-round pilasters; the pendulum door also with floral spray flanked by socles. 
dimensions: 32 1/4 inches high x 16 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #282: SETH THOMAS THIRTY-DAY OAK WALL CLOCK. 
Description:  The white enamel dial within molded frame. 
dimensions: 22 inches deep 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #283: AMERICAN AESTHETIC MOVEMENT INCISED OAK SHELF CLOCK. 
Description:  The paper-applied dial enclosed by an arched door beneath a spindle-
applied cresting, bracket feet. 
dimensions: 20 1/2 inches high x 14 1/4 inches high. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #284: FEDERAL BRASS-MOUNTED MAHOGANY BANJO CLOCK WITH EGLOMISE 
PANELS. 
Description:  Simon Willard's patent. The white enamel dial within a drum case with 
brass finial above flared trunk with glass panel decorated with acorns and oak leaves 
on an ivory ground, flanked by C-scroll brackets, the rectangular pendulum door with 
gilt cherub heads, ivory, black and pale blue borders. 
dimensions: length 34 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $1800.00 - $2200.00 

Lot #285: MENS GUBELIN WRIST WATCH 
Description:  - 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1300.00 

Lot #286: LARGE GROUP OF MENS WRISTWATCHES 
Description: - 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #287: MENS MIDO CHRONOMETER WRIST WATCH. 
Description:  Gold case and band. 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #288: TIFFANY & CO. DESK ALARM CLOCK. 
Description:  Together with a Gubelin desk clock. 
dimensions: of Tiffany & Co. clock 4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #289: MENS ROLEX WRISTWATCH. 
Description:  26 jewels, presidential, day and date, oyster perpetual, RF#1803. 
Estimate: $3500.00 - $4500.00 

Lot #290: MISCELLANEOUS "VIDE POCHE" ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: three New Haven pedometers; Hoffritz. Swiss army knife 
and another Swiss army knife, 2 other pocket knives, a Hubeo eleven-part travel tool 



kit, six miniature wood duck decoys and two hardstone roosters. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $125.00 

 

Lots 291 - 300  

Lot #291: PAIR OF CANTON BLUE AND WHITE SAUCE BOATS AND QUATREFOIL 
STANDS. 
Description: - 
dimensions: 7 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #292: PAIR OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN PILGRIM BOTTLES. 
Description:  Each of disc form with scaley dragon decoration on cracked ice ground 
with foo dog handles. 
dimensions: 10 1/8 inches high 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #293: CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN ARMORIAL TEAPOT. 
Description:  Of oval section with double twist handle, upraised spout, painted. 
Arms of Arbuthnot, now with silver-plated lid; together with a Chinese blue and 
white barrel-form teapot with foo dog knop. 
dimensions: 5 inches high and 5 1/4 inches high 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #294: CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN TWO-HANDLED CUP. 
Description:  With double twist handles and a mantled shield; together with a pair 
of Chinese blue and white 6 1/2 inch dishes with scalloped rims. 
dimensions: of cup 3 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #295: TWO CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE TWO HANDLED CIRCULAR TUREENS 
AND COVERS. 
Description:  One in the Willow pattern with boar's head handles and a pierced 
crown form knop, the second with chrysanthemum decoration, shell-form handles 
and mushroom knop. 
dimensions of each 9 3/4 inches 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #296: TWO PAIRS OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE PLATES. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of 8 1/2 inch octagonal plates with bamboo, rock 
and chrysanthemums and a pair of 9 inch lotus plates. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #297: TWO CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE CHAMFERED RECTANGULAR SMALL 
PLATTERS. 
Description:  The first with flower-filled basket and prunus branch and water lily, 
the second with water lilies and other aquatic plants. 



dimensions: 11 1/2 inches wide and 11 1/4 inches wide. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #298: CANTON BLUE & WHITE RETICULATED OVAL BOWL & STAND. 
Description:  With everted rim; together with a Staffordshire blue and white two 
handled reticulated basket, with bridge scene and an associated stand.  
dimensions: of stands 9 3/4 inches and 9 1/4 inches (4 pieces) 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #299: CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN "FAMILLE ROSE" PUNCH BOWL. 
Description:  The exterior with pierced foliate garlands and clusters. 
dimensions: 11 and 1/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $275.00 - $375.00 

Lot #300: CHINESE BLUE & WHITE PORCELAIN THREE-PIECE GARNITURE. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of high shouldered angular baluster-form vases 
and covers and a central baluster-form vase. 
dimensions: 8 1/2 inches high and 9 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

 

Lots 301 - 310  

Lot #301: GROUP OF FIVE CANTON BLUE AND WHITE TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a heart-shaped 6 3/4 inch dish, two fan shaped dishes 
and two triangular dishes, variously with chrysanthemum and lake side scenes. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #302: DUTCH DELFT BLUE AND WHITE PLATE. 
Description:  With central rondel within floral spays, extensively restored. 
dimensions: depth 13 5/8 inches 
Estimate: $75.00 - $125.00 

Lot #303: FIVE VARIOUS CHINESE EXPORT PORCELAIN TEAWARES. 
Description:  Including: a waste bowl and a large saucer painted in flower sprigs in 
blue and three teabowls. 
dimensions of largest 6 inches. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #304: TWO CHINESE EXPORT COFFEE CUPS & TWO SAUCERS. 
Description:  All painted with flower sprays and sprigs painted in pinks, purples and 
iron red. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #305: PAIR OF ENGLISH JASPERWARE SPILL VASES. 
Description:  Of ringed beaker form, relief molded with floral vines and stars. 
dimensions: 4 and 1/4 inches high 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #306: COALBROOKDALE FLOWER-ENCRUSTED PORCELAIN BASKET. 
Description:  With underglazed monogram CD in script, of angular scalloped outline 
with arched interlaced handle, painted with floral clusters. 
dimensions: 10 1/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #307: PAIR OF OPAQUE CHINA BLUE & WHITE DISHES. 
Description:  In the "British Flowers" pattern, each of shell-form, with tulip stem 
molded handles together with a Davenport circular dish with Chinese figures and 
ruin, impressed Davenport above an anchor. (3 pieces) 
dimensions: each 10 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #308: GROUP OF ENGLISH PORCELAIN TEAWARES. 
Description:  With underglazed iron red pattern pattern no. 288, comprising: An 8 
inch serving dish, 3 tea bowls and saucers decorated with iron red thistles and gilt 
foliage; together with a pair of English porcelain stands with iron red five petal 
flowers, green corn flowers and green foliage. (9 pieces) 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #309: MISCELLANEOUS GROUP OF ENGLISH PORCELAIN TEA ARTICLES. 
Description:  Including: an individual teapot with iron red and gold carnation stems, 
and a spiral fluted pear-form coffee pot ensuite; a tea cup and matching saucer, 
three cylindrical cups one with gilt monogram; a two-handled cup and stand with gilt 
decoration; a scalloped bowl with gilt decoration; a pair of saucers with gilt 
decoration; two other saucers; two graduated jugs; and a transfer decorated 7 1/4 
inch waste pail; together with a German porcelain figural-decorated stand with the 
AR monogram. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #310: TWO ENGLISH SPHERICAL TEAPOTS. 
Description:  With floral decoration; together with an octagonal teapot stand, two 
Famille Rose 8 1/3 inch oval dishes and four export porcelain stands. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

 

Lots 311 - 320  

Lot #311: PAIR OF ENGLISH PORCELAIN SAUCE TUREEN COVERS & STANDS. 
Description:  With angular "pearl" handles, turquoise and gilt loop bands.  
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #312: TWO ENGLISH SMEAR-GLAZED STONEWARE JUGS. 
Description:  Comprising: a Charles Meigh white smear-glazed stoneware jug 
molded in relief with scenes of Bacchic revelry; and a Staffordshire blue-grey tinted 
smear-glazed stoneware jug molded in relief with scenes of Paul and Virginia, the 
first jug with applied pad with impressed manufacturers and diamond registry mark 
for 1844. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 



Lot #313: LIVERPOOL PORCELAIN SLOP BOWL AND A WORCESTER SAUCER. 
Description:  The slop bowl painted on the exterior with a rose spray and other 
flower sprigs, the interior with a flower sprig and narrow iron-red border; the saucer 
printed in black with "L'Amour" after Robert Hancock. 
Estimate: $120.00 - $180.00 

Lot #314: LOWESTOFT "REDGRAVE" PATTERN TEA BOWL & SAUCER. 
Description:  The bowl and saucer decorated in blue and red with birds amongst a 
floral landscape. 
dimensions: of bowl 1 1/2 inches, of saucer 4 1/2 inches, of bowl 3 inches. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #315: WORCESTER WASTE BOWL AND A CHRISTIANS LIVERPOOL BLUE AND 
WHITE WASTE BOWL. 
Description:  The Worcester waste bowl painted in the 'Mansfield' pattern: the 
Christians Liverpool waste bowl painted in the 'Peony and Dots' pattern and with a 
bird perched upon a sprig. 
Estimate: 300.00 - 400.00 

Lot #316: TWO PAIRS OF GREEN-GLAZED POTTERY LEAF-FORM PLATES. 
Description:  Of overlapping grape leaves, together with a pair of oval 7 3/4 inch 
plates impressed Schranveri, and an 11 inch Wedgwood green glazed leaf dish. (7 
pieces) 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #317: PAIR OF CHELSEA PORCELAIN STYLE FIGURES. 
Description:  Of a sherperdess and a youth, together with four Sitzendorf miniature 
figures of 18th Century children 
dimensions: 3 1/2 inches high to 11 1/2 inches high (6 pieces) 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #318: LEEDSWARE TWO-HANDLED TUREEN. 
Description:  With reticulated cover. 
dimensions: 11 and 1/4 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #319: PAIR OF LEEDSWARE SAUCE BOATS AND STANDS. 
Description:  Together with a transfer decorated platter. 
Estimate: $80.00 - $100.00 

Lot #320: GROUP OF ENGLISH POTTERY ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of creamware 9 inch grisaille-decorated botanical 
plates, a creamware 9 1/2 inch two-handled reticulated basket, a blue and white 
decorated creamware sauce boat with impressed mark BL over 16 and a Parianware 
gadroon-decorated teapot with blue edges. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

 

Lots 321 - 330  



Lot #321: PAIR OF SALTGLAZE OVAL BASKETS. 
Description:  With naturalistic basket-weave sides and loop handles. 
dimensions: 9 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #322: GROUP OF SIX SALTGLAZE PITCHERS. 
Description:  Comprising: two Minton graduated cream jugs with satyr head spouts, 
a floral molded jug and cover impressed DON, and three tan-glazed jugs with faux 
bois handles. 
dimensions: from 5 to 9 inches high 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #323: RIDGWAY SALTGLAZE STONEWARE INK STAND. 
Description:  Impressed Ridgway Son & Co. beneath an anchor, with berry and leaf 
border, two urn-form wells and a chamber taper stick. 
dimensions: 12 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #324: TWO WEDGWOOD ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a caneware beehive-form covered honey pot with 
attached stand and a creamware "basket-weave" teapot and cover with wheat 
sheath knop, each impressed Wedgwood. 
dimensions: of honey pot 3 and 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #325: WEDGWOOD CANEWARE GAME TUREEN AND COVER. 
Description:  Impressed Wedgwood, of oval shape relief molded with grape vines, 
the cover, associated, with cauliflower knop; together with another English pottery 
game tureen and cover relief molded with pheasant trophies. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #326: STAFFORDSHIRE SALTGLAZE GAME TUREEN, COVER AND STAND. 
Description:  The basket-weave bowl with flower heads, the cover molded with a 
bird trophy and ferns. 
dimensions: 11 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #327: WEDGWOOD CREAMEWARE LARGE BARRELL-FORM PITCHER. 
Description:  With blue stripes and bracket spout. 
dimensions: 11 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #328: GROUP OF CERAMIC TABLEWARES. 
Description: Comprising: two English ivory-glazed jelly molds, mocha-glazed 
cylindrical jar and cover and two dot-decorated jugs. 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #329: ENGLISH STONEWARE CHEESE DOME AND PLATE. 
Description:  Impressed patent "Mosaic" above the number 800, the cover with 
faux bamboo handle and blue and white checker bands, the footed stand with 
conforming decoration; together with an English ivory- glazed fern-decorated cheese 



dish and cover. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #330: GROUP OF SEVEN DRESDEN PORCELAIN TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a 7 1/2 inch lighthouse-form coffee pot, 5 1/4 inch 
baluster-form creamer, 6 inch balloon-shaped dish, 5 inch waste pail, two 7 inch 
dishes, 11 inch two-handled cake plate, all with floral sprays and gilt 
highlights. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

 

Lots 331 - 340  

Lot #331: PAIR OF PARIS PORCELAIN URNS. 
Description:   Each of angular campani form, with pink floral garlands, green and 
gold scroll work; together with a Paris porcelain sepia-decorated helmet-form cream 
jug with a boy and dog; and a Paris porcelain pear-form milk pitcher with floral 
reserves and peach border. 
dimensions: of pair 8 inches high (4 pieces) 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #332:  SITZENDORF FIGURE OF A CELLIST 
Description:  - 
dimensions: 5 and 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #333: BELGIAN IVORY-GROUND POTTERY THREE-PIECE WASH SET. 
Description:  Marked Manfacture Imperiale et Royale Comprising: 11 1/4 inch 
cylindrical pitcher and a 16 inch basin and a beaker; each decorated with storks. 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #334: CLAY JARDINIERE 
Description:  In the Neolcassical style. 
dimensions: 7 and 1/2 inches high x 6 and 3/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #335: PORTUGUESE IVORY-GLAZED POTTERY, TWO-HANDLED CYLINDRIAL 
BASKET. 
Description:   Made for Casa Fina 
dimensions: 13 inches wide 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #336: ENAMEL-DECORATED BLACK GROUND POTTERY VASE. 
Description:   With floral stalks and green leafage. dimensions: 6 1/8 inches high 
and 4 inches high 
Estimate: $70.00 - $90.00 

Lots 337-350 are being sold to benefit Meals on Wheels 



Lot #337: AMERICAN SILVER 5 PIECE TEA AND COFFEE SERVICE. 
Description:   International Silver Co., Meriden, CT. Comprising two pots, creamer 
and covered sugar bowl and a waste pail, of scalloped hexagonal outline, with oval 
bases. 
Dimensions: Height of coffee pot 8 1/2 inches (approximately 76 ounces)  
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00 

Lot #338: GROUP OF SILVER-PLATED TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:   Comprising a 20 inch oval platter with beaded outer edge, a 14 1/2 
inch piecrust tray with three bun feet (L.B.S & Co.); a Reed & Barton 9 3/4 inch fruit 
bowl, with petal tip and scroll border; 4 serpentine coasters with gadroon rim, 
impressed sunburst mark; an asparagus basket; and a covered jar with glass liner 
and orchid handle (9 pieces). 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #339: SET OF EIGHT AMERICAN SILVER "GEORGE WASHINGTON 
REPRODUCTION" PEPPERETTES. 
Description:   Black, Starr & Gorham. Of flared block form, with twist-on caps. 
dimensions: 1 1/2 inches, approximately 10 ounces. 
Estimate: $120.00 - $180.00 

Lot #340: AMERICAN SILVER RECTANGULAR ENTREE DISH. 
Description:   With gadroon and beaded edge. 
dimensions: 11 inch length, approximately 26 ounces 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

 

Lots 341 - 350  

Lot #341: TWO AMERICAN SILVER CAKE PLATES. 
Description:  The first by International, in the "Prelude" pattern with flowerhead 
and c-scroll border, the second footed with pierced border and wreath-engraved 
center. 
dimensions: diameter of each 10 1/2 inches, approximately 20 ounces total weight. 
Estimate: $120.00 - $180.00 

Lot #342: TWO AMERICAN SILVER SERVING FORKS AND TWO MATCHING SPOONS. 
Description:  Gorham Mfg. Co. in the "Old Colony" pattern. Monogrammed; 
together with a pair of American silver-handled wood salad servers , monogrammed 
"H"; two piece French silver- plated fruit set; French silver-plated ladle; and a silver 
plated two-prong fork with pusher (nine pieces). 
dimensions: approximately 8 ounces total weight 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #343: PAIR OF ENGLISH SHEFFIELD PLATE RECTANGULAR ENTREE DISHES 
AND COVERS. 
Description:  Each with round corners and gadroon edge, the flattened dome covers 
with removable loop handles and inscribed "1" and "2". 



dimensions: 11 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $450.00 - $650.00 

Lot #344: ENGLISH SILVER PLATED TWO-HANDLED TRAY. 
Description:  "Elkington & Co., 1897". The gadroon rim centered by acanthus 
medallions and with leaf-capped loop handles; raised on a stand with faux bamboo 
members and chain supports. 
dimensions: height of stand 21 3/4 inches, length over handles 30 inches.  
Estimate: $450.00 - $650.00 

Lot #345: FRENCH ART DECO SILVER PLATTER. 
Description:  Of chamfered rectangular outline, with serpentine corners. 
dimensions: 17 3/4 inches long, approximately 42 oz. 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #346: AUSTRIAN SILVER FISH PLATTER. 
Description:  Of angular scalloped outline with inset corners, the border cast with 
ribbon-bound husk band, monogrammed. 
dimensions: length 26 3/4 inches, approximately 58 ounces. 
Estimate: $450.00 - $650.00 

Lot #347: AUSTRIAN SILVER SAUCE BOAT WITH ATTACHED STAND, AND A LADLE. 
Description:  Of oval scalloped outline with molded edge and C-scroll handle, the 
ladle with flared handle and script monogram. (2 pieces)  
dimensions: length 10 1/2 inches , approximately 29 ounces. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #348: AUSTRIAN SILVER RETICULATED CAKE BASKET. 
Description:  Makers Mark V.M.S. The dipped sides with bead-and-reel edge above 
pierced scrollwork sides, arched handle. 
dimensions: 12 3/4 inch length, approximately 30 ounces 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #349: TWO AUSTRIAN SILVER RIMMED CUT GLASS GRADUATED BOWLS. 
Description:  Each circular, the one with the honeycomb surface enclosing 
octagons; the other with wave and trifoil motif. 
dimensions: diameters 8 1/2 inches and 9 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $120.00 - $180.00 

Lot #350: GROUP OF AUSTRIAN SILVER FLATWARE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising eight tablespoons, a pastry server with shovel-form 
holder; a pair of pastry tongs; a fish knife engraved with fish and a fish fork with 
flared handles, script monogram (twelve pieces) 
dimensions: approximately 36 ounces total weight. 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

 

Lots 351 - 360  



Lot #351: SPANISH SILVER VASE IN THE ARTS & CRAFTS STYLE. 
Description:  Of flattened ovoid form repousse and chased with bees, honeycombs 
and floral stems. 
dimensions: 12 1/2 inches high (approx. 68 ounces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #352: PAIR OF ENGLISH SILVER PLATED CANDLESTICKS. 
Description:  With removable two light arm sections. With trumpet stems, s-form 
arms, urn nozzles and removable drip pans. 
height 15 3/8 inches 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #353: GROUP OF FOUR ENGLISH SILVER OR SILVER-MOUNTED TABLE 
ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: a 4 1/2 inch oblong quatrefoil box with tortoise shell 
panel and four scroll feet, 3 1/2 inch oval tea caddy with urn-form knop, a Victorian 
silver-lided glass inkwelll with hinged mushroom lid, inkwell with sloping sides and 
ribbon-bound meated borders. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #354: TWO PAIRS OF ENGLISH SILVER TRUMPET FORM BUD VASES. 
Description:  One maker R & B Birmingham 1905, the second W.I. Birmingham 
1907,the larger with gadrooned everted rim, each weighted. 
dimensions: 7 3/4 inches high and 5 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 

Lot #355: GROUP OF SIX AMERICAN SILVER SMALL TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising: three miniature candlesticks by Ensko, in the Queen Anne 
style with baluster stems and octagonal bases; a pair of octagonal urn-form 
pepperettes by J.E. Caldwell & Co.; and a circular ring box by Alvin with pierced 
gallery and velvet lining. 
Dimensions: Height 3 1/4 inches to 4 3/4 inches. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #356: PAIR OF AMERICAN SILVER-PLATED OPEN VEGETABLE DISHES. 
Description:  By Gorham Mfg. Co., Of oval scalloped outline together with a silver 
plated 7 inch shell-form dish, a silver plated coaster with pierced sides and a brass 
21 1/4 inch tray. (5 pieces) 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #357: AMERICAN ART NOUVEAU SILVER TWO-HANDLED CENTERPIECE 
HOLDER. 
Description:  By Gorham "Athenic", 1900-1910. Pierced and chased with daisies, on 
four scroll feet. Approximately 19 ounces. Width over handles 12 3/4 inches. 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #358: TWO PAIR OF AMERICAN SILVER-PLATED MATCH BOX HOLDERS. 
Description:  By Tiffany & Co., N.Y. Each with scalloped flower head edge centering 
the holder engraved with armorial, together with a Tiffany & Co. silver-plated 7 inch 
square salver with engraved surface. 5 pieces. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #359: AMERICAN SILVER MUSTARD POT. 
Description:  By Tiffany & Co., N.Y. 1902-1907. The hinged lid with mineral knop 
above an engraved armorial, on four scrolled feet. height 3 1/4 inches. 
Approximately five ounces. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #360: EIGHT AMERICAN SILVER FLATWARE PIECES. 
Description:  Tiffany & Co., 7016 18 N.Y. in the "Chrysanthemum" pattern 
comprising: 4 dinner forks and 4 matching table spoons (8 pieces) 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

 

Lots 361 - 370  

Lot #361: AMERICAN SILVER PLATE. 
Description:  By Tiffany & Co., N.Y. 1907-1938, in the "Chrysanthemum" pattern. 
With reeded edge and engraved armorial, surface abraded. Approximately 20 
ounces. diameter 10 inches 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #361A: AMERICAN TWO-HANDLED SILVER TRAY. 
Description:  By Tiffany & Co., New York, 1907-1938; in the "Chrysanthemum" 
pattern with engraved armorial; 15 3/16 inches x 11 1/4 inches x 2 3/16 inches 
Estimate: $2000.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #362: PAIR OF GILT GESSO AND WOOD WALL BRACKETS. 
Description:  Each in the form of feathers supporting a serpentine shelf. 
dimensions: 10 and 1/2 inches high x 9 inches wide 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #363: PAIR OF LOUIS XVI STYLE CARVED GILTWOOD WALL APPLIQUES. 
Description:  Each in the form of a ribbon-bound flower-filled basket incorporating a 
musical trophy. 
dimensions: 4 feet 7 inches long. 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #364: PAIR OF SILVERED METAL PRICKET CANDLESTICKS. 
Description:  Each foliate bobeche supported by a hammered metal body supported 
by scroll feet ending in ball feet. 
dimensions: 30 inches high 
Estimate: $900.00 - $1000.00 

Lot #365: WALNUT SINGLE DRAWER SIDE TABLE. 
Description:  The dished top above a frieze with one drawer and a shaped skirt, 
supported by four square tapering legs. 
dimensions: 26 1/2 inches x 27 inches x 21 inches 
Estimate: $800.00 - $900.00 



Lot #366: A SPANISH CHESTNUT SIDE CABINET. 
Description:  A shaped cresting above two shelves a drawer, another shelf and 
another drawer. 
dimensions: 73 inches high x 20 1/2 inches wide x 13 1/2 inches deep. 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #367: CHINOISERIE MAROON LACQUER TRAY ON BLACK LACQUER STAND. 
Description:  Of oblong scallop outline decorated in gold with rock work and 
chrysthanemum brackets, the stand on cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 6 and 1/2 inches high x 38 and 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 

Lot #368: AMERICAN AESTHETIC MOVEMENT MAHOGANY ARMCHAIR. 
Description:  The mahogany cresting rail above a padded back and seat with out 
swept arms raised on a fluted frieze and turned legs. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #369: ITALIAN SIDE CHAIR 
Description:  - Walnut, swag carved front rail on turned legs with carved back rail. 
dimension: 38 inches x 18 1/2 inches x 17 inches 
Estimate: $800.00 - $900.00 

Lot #370: PAIR OF VICTORIAN MAHOGANY & EBONIZED CIRCULAR FOOT STOOLS. 
Description:   With needlepoint seats each with veneered sides and three bun feet. 
dimensions: width 10 and 3/4 inches 
Estimate: $300.00 - $400.00 
 

Lots 371 - 380  

Lot #371: VICTORIAN GRAINED TOLE SPICE BOX. 
Description:  With dome hinged top, opening to a removable tray with spice 
canisters. 
dimensions: 11 inches high x 19 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #372: CARVED OAK COFFER ON STAND. 
Description:  The hinged top above a carved frieze, below three carved panels. The 
whole raised on carved bracket feet. 
dimensions: 33 inches high x 57 inches wide x 23 inches deep 
Estimate: $3000.00 - $3500.00 

Lot #373: VICTORIAN STYLE NEEDLEWORK OTTOMAN. 
Description:  With floral roundels above fringe worked skirt. 
dimensions: length 22 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #374: AN ENGLISH OAK COFFER. 
Description:  The flat hinged top above a four-panelled front with fluted supports. 
dimensions: 22 inches high x 47 inches wide x 20 1/2 inches deep 



From the Estate of Bert Barkas, Claverack, New York 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #375: TWO CARVED WOOD ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising a half round oak cherub head and Spanish Colonial figure 
of the Virgin, traces of gilt decoration. 
dimensions: 4 1/2 inches high and 8 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175. 

Lot #376: TWO VICTORIAN PAPIER-MACHE SMALL TRAYS ON FAUX BAMBOO 
STANDS. 
Description:   One painted with figures in a church yard within a floral border and 
black ground, the second (formerly a fire screen) with a harbor scene inlaid with 
mother-of-pearl. 
Estimate: $500.00 - $600.00 

Lot #377: COLONIAL ROSEWOOD OVAL CENTER TABLE. 
Description:  The solid oval top supported by a barley twist turned and carved 
pedestal terminating in four foliate carved legs and ending in scroll feet. Hinges 
replaced, re-finished, losses and scratches at feet. 
dimensions: 28 inches high x 54 inches wide x 40 inches deep  
Estimate: $3000.00 - $4000.00 

Lot #378: AUSTRIAN PAINTED ARMOIRE. 
Description:  The shaped and molded cresting above a carcass with two doors 
opening to a plain interior, the whole raised on turned bun feet, decorated in 
geometric patterns in green brown and red. 
dimensions: 62 inches high x 60 inches wide x 28 inches deep 
Estimate: $1800.00 - $2200.00 

Lot #379: LOUIS XV/XVI TRANSITIONAL STYLE GILT SIDE TABLE. 
Description:  The oval top fitted with a fabric panel on conforming frieze raised on 
foliate and bead carved legs joined by an oval caned stretcher ending in hoof feet. 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 24 inches wide x 18 inches deep 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #380: CONTINENTAL ROCOCO SIDE TABLE. 
Description:  The later top with a molded edge raised on a shaped and molded 
frieze with a drawer supported by cabriole legs. 
dimensions: 27 and 1/2 inches high x 33 inches wide x 20 inches deep 
Estimate: $1800.00 - $2200.00 

 

Lots 381 - 390  

Lot #381: ENGLISH MAHOGANY TABLE BOOKSHELF. 
Description:  Incorporating: four rectangular tiers raised on spindle supports with 
brass acorn finials and shaped feet. 



dimensions: 25 1/2 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #382: PAIR OF CONTINENTAL CARVED WOOD PRICKET STICKS. 
Description:  The metal bobeche above a carved and turned stem, supported by 
scrolling feet. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #383: BAROQUE OAK SIDE TABLE. 
Description:  The plank top above a frieze fitted with a drawer supported by turned 
legs and joined by a stretcher. 
dimensions: 27 inches high x 38 and 1/2 inches wide x 23 and 1/2 inches deep 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #384: GEORGE III BUTLER'S TRAY. 
Description:  With hinged rounded corners and pierced carrying handles. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #385: ITALIAN ROCOCO CARVED & PAINTED BERGERE. 
Description:  The tub back and shaped arms with nailed leather upholstery; the 
serpentine molded rails raised on cabriole legs ending in scroll feet. 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #386: FOUR BAROQUE CHAIRS. 
Description:  All four with ladder-backs and all on turned legs (variations) 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #387: SWISS BAKER'S TABLE. 
Description:  The flat hinged top opening to a well, on X-form legs joined by a 
molded stretcher with iron carrying handles. 
dimensions: 32 inches high x 57 inches wide x 24 inches deep 
Estimate: $2500.00 - $3000.00 

Lot #388: ITALIAN SIDE CHAIR. 
Description:  A shaped cresting above a solid covered back splat the upholstered 
seat raised on four fluted square tapering legs. 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #389: LOUIS XV WALNUT CENTER TABLE. 
Description:  The circular molded top with a thumb molded edge, raised on a base 
with shaped frieze with cabriole legs and hoof feet. Minor scratches. 
dimensions: 30 inches high x 62 and 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $1700.00 

Lot #390: CONTINENTAL BAROQUE PAINTED PINEWOOD LECTERN. 
Description:  The slant bookrest with faux marble panel on trestle supports. 
dimensions: 11 inches high x 14 inches long 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

 



Lots 391 - 400  

Lot #391: LOUIS XV STYLE FIRESCREEN. 
Description: The shaped wooden surround framing a tapestry panel, on foliate 
carved scroll feet. 
dimensions: 39 inches tall x 24 and 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #392: BLACK-GROUND TOLE PEINTE COAL SCUTTLE. 
Description:  Painted with a crown above a hinged coal holder flanked by lions head 
ring drop handles, on bracket feet. 
dimensions: 18 inches high x 11 1/4 inches wide 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #393: LOUIS XV/XVI STYLE DRESSING TABLE. 
Description:  The rectangular top with rounded corners and three hinged panels 
opening to a mirror; inlaid with floral sprays and raised on shaped pierced trestle 
supports joined by a stretcher. 
dimensions: height 27 inches x width 39 inches x depth 16 inches 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #394: DIRECTOIRE STYLE SLATE-TOP STEEL & BRASS GUERIDON. 
Description:  The circular top raised on C-scroll legs joined by a brass ring and 
ending in hoof feet. 
dimensions: 24 inches high x 27 3/4 inches deep 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #395: PAIR OF GEORGIAN STYLE MAHOGANY ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  After a design by Sir Edward Luytens, with pierced oval back, shaped 
arms and serpentine-fronted drop-in seat on tapered legs joined by an x-stretcher. 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #396: SET OF FOUR GEORGIAN STYLE OAK OPEN ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  In the "Little Thankeham" pattern after a design by Sir Edward 
Luytens. Each with four serpentine splats, rush seat and turned legs. 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #397: GEORGIAN STYLE ROSEWOOD ARMCHAIR. 
Description:  After a design by Sir Edward Luytens, with pierced oval back, shaped 
arms, serpentine-fronted drop-in seat on tapered legs joined by an X-stretcher. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #398: GEORGE III INLAID SATINWOOD OCCASIONAL TABLE. 
Description:  The rectangular top with narrow crossbanding above a shallow frieze 
inlaid at the corners with oval fan medallions, raised on square tapered legs. 
dimensions: 28 1/2 inches high x 27 inches long 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $2000.00 

Lot #399: GEORGE III INLAID MAHOGANY PEDESTAL. 
Description:  The rectangular cross-banded top above a flute-inlaid frieze, a deep 



drawer and a cupboard door, raised on a plinth. 
dimensions: 42 inches high x 20 inches wide 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

Lot #400: QUEEN ANNE STYLE OAK DROP-LEAF TABLE. 
Description:  The top with bowed ends and two D-shape leaves, raised on cabriole 
legs ending in pad feet. 
dimensions: 28 1/2 inches high x 37 inches long 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

 

Lots 401 - 410  

Lot #401: PAIR OF VICTORIAN SIDE CHAIRS. 
Description:  The Rococo carved cresting rail above a shaped and padded back rest 
supported on an upholstered seat raised on turned legs, the whole joined by a barley 
twist stretcher. 
Estimate: $600.00 - $800.00 

Lot #402: AMERICAN RENAISSANCE INCISED AND INLAID WALNUT PEDESTAL. 
Description:  The molded top with incised bell flower band above an inlaid frieze, a 
cupboard door, a base drawer and 
bracket feet. 
dimensions: 33 inches H x 16 1/2 inches W x 18 1/4 inches D 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

Lot #403: AESTHETIC MOVEMENT EBONIZED CENTER TABLE. 
Description:  The circular top with tooled leather panels above four shallow frieze 
drawers with pierced brass pulls spaced by pierced fretwork panels, raised on four 
fluted supports joined by an X-stretcher on scroll legs. 
dimensions: 29 inches high x 41 1/2 inches deep 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2500.00    Reserve: $1000.00 

Lot #404: AMERICAN RENAISSANCE REVIVAL WALNUT HALL TREE. 
Description:  The upper part with arched mirror plate flanked by six turned wood 
hooks beneath a pedimented foliate-carved cresting; the lower section with bracket 
surface flanked by open holders above a breakfront base with marble panel and 
drawer, together with a carved walnut hanging towel rack with needlepoint and 
beadwork panel. 
Hall Tree dimensions: 7ft 4inches x 36 3/4 inches 
Towel Rack dimensions: 14inches x 23 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #405: VICTORIAN BLACK GROUND PAPIER MACHE SEWING TABLE. 
Description:  The oblong scalloped hinged top above a tapered spool holder and 
tripod legs. 
dimensions: 28 3/4 inches H x 20 inches L 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 



Lot #406: AN AMERICAN RENAISSANCE REVIVAL MIRROR & CONSOLE. 
Description:  The broken cresting above a veneered panel above a large central 
mirror plate flanked by columns. Raised on turned legs supporting a marble top on a 
plinth base. 
dimensions: 98 inches high x 28 inches wide x 11 inches deep 
From the Estate of Bert Barkas, Claverack, New York 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00    Reserve: $675.00 

Lot #407: AMERICAN COPPER SIX-LIGHT CHANDELIER. 
Description:  The onion shaped stem with two graduated tiers of candlearms, the 
upper tier with crescent supported pendants and drops. Possibly Tiffany & Co. 
dimensions: 41 inches high x 26 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #408: AMERICAN ARTS & CRAFTS BRASS SIX-LIGHT GASOLIER. 
Description:  The pierced ring with outset arms and cast with flower heads with 
domed and spire upper section cast with flower heads and vine work. 
dimensions: 43 1/2 inches high x 34 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1800.00    Reserve: $800.00 

Lot #409: PAIR AMERICAN ARTS AND CRAFTS PATINATED BRONZE AND TIN THREE 
LIGHT WALL APPLIQUES. 
Description:  Each circular back plate supporting the C-scroll pendant arms. 
dimensions: 14 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #410: PAIR OF GEORGIAN STYLE BRASS 2-LIGHT WALL APPLIQUES 
Description:  - 
dimensions: 8 inches high 
Estimate: $20.00 - $30.00 

 

Lots 411 - 420  

Lot #411: CARVED MARBLE TRESTLE BENCH. 
Description:  The rectangular seat on shaped supports relief carved with rose 
garlands centering a monogram. 
dimensions: length 36 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #412: PAIR OF CARVED MARBLE TRESTLE BENCHES. 
Description:  Each rectangular seat on shaped supports; relief carved with rose 
garlands enclosing a monogram. 
dimensions: 4 ft. long x 18 inches high 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00    Reserve: $675.00 

Lot #413: TWO AMERICAN VINTAGE PAINTED WICKER ARMCHAIRS. 
Description:  One with shallow wings. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 



Lot #414: AMERICAN VINTAGE BROWN-STAINED WICKER LOVE SEAT 
Description:  The tubular top rail continuing around into the armrests; the matted 
seat on flared legs; together with a brown-stained armchair, a white painted fan-
back side chair and a 44 1/2 inch wicker love seat. (4 pieces) 
Estimate: $1500.00 - $2000.00    Reserve: $1200.00 

Lot #415: GOTHIC REVIVAL WHITE-PAINTED ALUMINUM BENCH. 
Description:  With wings, pierced with quatrefoils, honeycomb lattice seat. 
dimensions: 4ft 7 inches Length 
Estimate: $1200.00 - $1800.00    Reserve: $1000.00 

Lot #416: CHINESE GARDEN SEAT. 
Description:  Of typical barrel-form decorated with foliage. 
dimensions: 18 and 1/2 inches high x 13 inches wide 
Estimate: $500.00 - $600.00 

Lot #417: PAIR OF SEATED CHINESE FIGURES. 
Description:  The pair of seated, carved Chinese figures dressed in typical costume 
and wearing a necklace of beads. Raised on bracket ebonized plinths. 
dimensions: 34 inches high 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #418: CONTEMPORARY BROWN GLAZED CERAMIC SINK BASIN WITH LEAF 
BANDS. 
Description:  - 
dimensions: 18 1/2 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #419: CONTEMPORARY WHITE MARBLE CIRCULAR SINK BASIN. 
Description:  With everted rim.  
dimensions: 19 1/2 inches diameter 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #420: SEVRES BISQUE PORCELAIN FIGURAL JARDINERE. 
Description:  In form of two Chinamen supporting a basket on rockwork base 
impressed with interlaced L's enclosing the number 11, with ebonized stand. 
dimensions: 9 1/2 inches high x 13 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

 

Lots 421 - 430  

 

Lot #421: JAPANESE IMARI FISH BOWL. 
Description:  Of bell form, painted with rockwork, bamboo, cherry blossoms and 
pines, the interior painted with fish, hardwood stand. 
dimensions: 9 1/4 inches high x 15 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 



Lot #422: JAPANESE BRONZE JARDINIERE. 
Description:  Relief applied with birds perched on blossoming branches. 
dimensions: 11 1/4 inches high x 14 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #423: PAIR OF JAPANESE WOOD HIBACHIS. 
Description:  With floral lacquer decoration. Of typical cylindrical form. 
dimensions: 8 1/4 inches high x 13 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #424: DRIP-GLAZED POTTERY VASE. 
Description:  Probably Japanese, of swelling triangular form, relief- molded with a 
crab and rope bands. 
dimensions: 8 3/4 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #425: TEN ANTIQUE JAPANESE PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Description:  Colored photographs depicting Japanese life showing trades people, 
professions and scenery. All images are matted to approximately 7 inches x 9 inches 
(two images are vertical). All ten matted and framed as a set in carved oak frames 
with batwing motif. 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #426: CONTINENTAL SPINNING WHEEL. 
Description:  Of typical form.  
Estimate: $50.00 - $75.00 

Lot #427: SMALL ARTS AND CRAFTS CRACKLE GLAZE PORCELAIN VASE. 
Description:  Impressed "1069". 
4 1/2 inches tall 
Estimate: $30.00 - $50.00 

Lot #428: GROUP OF APPROXIMATELY 20 BOLTS OF FABRIC 
Description:  - 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #429: FORMICA TABLE. 
Description:  38 inch circular top, skirted, with glass top. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #430: PAIR OF SILKWORK PICTURES (SHEPARDESS & PARROT). 
Description:  Silk and paint on fabric; each oval approx. 10 3/8 inches x 8 1/4 
inches (sight), in gold painted mats, framed under glass. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $400.00 

 

Lots 431 - 440  



Lot #431: "COTTAGE ON THE WATER". 
Description:  Silkwork and ink on fabric, 5 1/2 inches x 7 3/4 inches (image), 
framed under glass. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #432: SILKWORK SPANIEL. 
Description:  Silk embroidery on silk, 14 and 1/2 inches x 18 and 3/4 inches (sight) 
in a gilded liner and mahogany frame under glass.  
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #433: GROUP OF THREE ANIMAL SKIN THROW RUGS. 
Description:  On velvet backings. 
dimensions: 5 feet 1 inch wide x 6 feet 6 inches long, 4 feet 4 inches wide x 6 feet 6 
inches long, 36 inches wide x 46 1/2 inches long. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #434: GROUP OF BESWICK CERAMIC ANIMAL FIGURES. 
Description:  Comprising: two pigs, Ch. Wall Champion Boy and Girl, seven ducks, 
modelled by Peter Scott, together with four Royal Doulton porcelain piglets and three 
Royal Doulton miniature rabbits and six miniature duck decoys and a cock and hen. 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #435: THREE BESWICK POTTERY BULLS, TWO BESWICK COWS, THREE 
BESWICK CALVES, A BOEHM BLACK BULL. 
Description: - 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #436: KATHLEEN WHEELER POTTERY EQUESTRIAN FIGURE. 
Description:  Of a jockey clearing a hedge, incised signature; together with a pair of 
pottery hunt figures of jumpers by B. McLaughlin, Newtown Square, Pa., for 
Touchtone Ceramics. (3 pieces) 
dimensions: 9 1/2 inches and 7 inches 
Estimate: $75.00 - $100.00 

Lot #437: TWO CERAMIC ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising a Staffordshire figure of a zebra and a hen-on-nest tureen 
and cover. 
dimensions: length 7 3/4 inches and 7 inches 
Estimate: $80.00 - $120.00 

Lot #438: TAN-GLAZED POTTERY DOGS. 
Description:  Seated Dogs. With glass eyes, gilt collars and chamfered bases. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

Lot #439: GROUP OF EIGHT ENGLISH CERAMIC DOGS. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of seated black-faced pug dogs, three seated 
spaniels, and three standing spaniels. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #440: GROUP OF EIGHT ENGLISH CERAMIC DOG MODELS. 
Description:  Comprising: a pair of Chelsea type minature 1 3/4 inch seated 



spaniels, pair of 4 1/2 inch pug dogs, Rockingham glazed 3 1/2 inch spaniel, 5 inch 
spongware spaniel, 3 1/2 inch spaniel on cushion and a 4 1/4 inch spaniel penny 
bank. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

 

Lots 441 - 450  

Lot #441: STAFFORDSHIRE WATCH TOWER. 
Description:  Centered by a clock face surrounded by three sheep; together with a 
pair of 8 1/4 inch seated poodles, two 5 1/2 inch poodles and 7 7/8 inch spaniel 
pitcher. 
dimensions: height of tower 8 3/4 inches (6 pieces) 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #442: GROUP OF FOUR DOG MODELS. 
Description:  Comprising: alabaster group of poodle and pup on tassled pillow; 
bronze-patinated metal figure of dachshund; ceramic dachshund; and a pug dog. 
dimensions: 5 1/2 inches to 9 inches 
Estimate: $125.00 - $175.00 

Lot #443: FOUR FOX HUNT PRINTS AFTER ALKEN. 
Description:  Each image (sight) 23 15/16 inches x 6 3/8 inches framed under 
glass. All marked in the plate below the image "Etched by H. Alken/London, 
Published by Thos. McLean, 26 Haymarket, 1824/Aquatinted by T. Sutherland" and 
titled in the margin. Together with 2 folios of German black and white prints. 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #444: SIX FOX HUNT PRINTS AFTER ALKEN. 
Description:  Six colored prints on paper, each marked "H. Alken, Del." in the plate 
and titled in the margin. All measure 8 1/4 inches x 11 1/4 inches (image, sight), 
matted and framed under glass; together with 2 small prints of horses after Col. H. 
Smith. 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lot #445: HARE HUNTING. 
Description:  Oil on canvas; 10 inches x 14 inches. Bearing label on verso "13 
landscape, Hare-hunting. Painted by John Griffier who was born at Amsterdam 1643, 
died 1718." 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #446: THE BIRDCATCHER. 
Description:  Oil on canvas; 9 5/6 inches x 10 13/16 inches; inscribed on the 
stretcher verso, "Old Elve - The Birdcatcher". 
Estimate: $300.00 - $500.00 

Lot #447: COWS IN A LANDSCAPE. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 16 inches x 24 inches in an antique frame painted gold. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 



Lot #448: FARM SCENE. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 20 inches x 30 inches; signed lower left, "R. Benedict"; 
in a modern gilded frame. 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #449: CATTLE IN A STREAM. 
Description:  Oil on board, 8 and 3/8 inches x 10 and 1/4 inches in a gilded liner 
and frame. 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #450: SHEPARD SURVEYING HIS FLOCK. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 17 inches x 25 and 1/2 inches in a modern frame. 
Estimate: $700.00 - $900.00 

 

Lots 451 - 460  

Lot #451: EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE WITH FIGURES AND HOUSE. 
Description:  Oil on wooden panel laid down on paperboard; 7 5/8 inches x 10 1/2 
inches, in an ornate gold frame with molded plaster decoration. 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00 

Lot #452: LANDSCAPE WITH RUINS. 
Description:  Oil on copper, 6 inches x 4 inches, signed lower center "Rogers"; in a 
cast metal frame. 
Estimate: $80.00 - $100.00 

Lot #453: EUROPEAN PORT. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 25 inches x 33 inches; signed indistinctly lower right. 
Estimate: $800.00 - $1200.00 

Lot #454: COTTAGE & GARDEN. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 10 inches x 13 and 3/4 inches, signed and dated lower 
right, F. Vincoe 1902. Framed. 
Estimate: $175.00 - $275.00 

Lot #455: "LARKSPUR". 
Description:  Print with heightened color on paper, 9 1/4 inches x 7 7/16 inches 
(image, sight), titled in the margin lower left, and signed right "Wallace Nutting". 
Framed under glass 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #456: "THE HILLS OF HOME". 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 29 inches x 36 inches; signed lower right "Anton Kamp" 
and inscribed on the stretcher "Anton Kamp/1952 Sall Mill River Rd./White Plains 
NY/Title "The Hills of Home"; framed. 
Estimate: $500.00 - $700.00 



Lot #457: RESTING IN THE WOODS. 
Description:  Oil on canvas, 19 inches x 23 inches. Signed upper left "Pollack '63 
and inscribed on verso "Reginald Pollack/1963 copyright/ 'Woods and Seated Man' ". 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #458: YOUND GIRL BY A HARBOR. 
Description:  Watercolor and marker on paper, 24 7/8 inches x 19 inches (image, 
sight); signed upper left "P.L. Noyer" 1967"; in a period frame. 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #459: ENGLISH CARVED FRUITWOOD TOBACCO JAR. 
Description:  In the form of the head of a bulldog with glass eyes and red felt 
collar. 
dimensions: height 5 and 7/8 inches 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #460: TWO ENGLISH TREENWARE COIN BANKS. 
Description:  Each in the form of a crenellated tower one applied with a view "The 
Harbour-Ramsgate"; together with a salmon-ground tole peinte lidded box. 
dimensions: 3 inches and 4 1/4 inches 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 

 

Lots 461 - 470  

Lot #461: TWO ENGLISH WOODEN BOXES. 
Description:  The first of chamfered outline, decorated with feathers centering a 
landscape scene on paper, opening to a fitted interior; the second inlaid fruitwood, 
mounted with a portrait engraving of a woman, after Ander. 
dimensions: 12 1/4 inches, 6 1/8 inches 
Estimate: $225.00 - $325.00 

Lot #462: TWO LIDDED BOXES. 
Description:  One cream ground lacquer in the paisley pattern, the other wood with 
reclining nude figure, mirror on reverse. 
dimensions: 9 inches long and 10 inches long 
Estimate: $30.00 - $50.00 

Lot #463: VICTORIAN PAPIER-MACHE MINIATURE TRAY-ON-STAND. 
Description:  The oval surface with mother-of-pearl band; together with a pair of 4 
1/4 inch papier-mache dishes. (3 pieces) 
Estimate: $200.00 - $300.00 

Lot #464: VICTORIAN MOTHER-OF-PEARL INLAID BLACK LACQUER PAPIER-MACHE 
GAMES BOX. 
Description:  The angular scalloped hinged top with floral cluster, opening to five 
lidded boxes containing mother-of-pearl chips and counters. With key. 
dimensions: 12 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $150.00 - $200.00 



Lot #465: VICTORIAN MOTHER-OF-PEARL INLAID BLACK LACQUER PAPIER-MACHE 
INK STAND. 
Description:  With scalloped hinged three compartment box fronted by a pen tray 
with floral decoration; together with a maroon ground papier-mache 13 3/4 inch 
shell-form tray. 
Estimate: $150.00 - $250.00 

Lot #466: ENGLISH BLACK-GROUND TOLE PEINTE CRUET STAND. 
Description:  Together with four glass cruets, two with silver-plated lids centered by 
a gilt-metal handle. 
dimensions: 8 and 1/2 inches high 
Estimate: $100.00 - $150.00 

Lot #467: PAIR OF WROUGHT IRON ANDIRONS. 
Description:  In the Renaissance style.  
dimensions: 22 inches high 
Estimate: $175.00 - $225.00 

Lot #468: VINTAGE OLIVER TYPEWRITER. 
Description:  "The Printype" patented Nov. 5, 1912, with labor patents through 
1917. Together with an iron cooking implement. 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #469: GROUP OF THREE BRASS TABLE ARTICLES. 
Description:  Comprising a sunflower tripod dish, oval lidded tea caddy with drop 
handles and a stationery clip cast with wheat sheaths. 
Estimate: $60.00 - $80.00 

Lot #470: PAIR OF LOUIS XVI GILT BRONZE TWO-LIGHT CANDELABRA. 
Description:  Each stem in the form of a fluted arrow flanked by husk-hung 
candlearms with hoof feet and circular bases. 
dimensions: 8 inches high 
Estimate: $250.00 - $350.00 

Lots 471 - 479  

Lot #471: FRENCH GILT BRONZE BUST OF A GENTLEMAN. 
Description:  On verde antico marble base. 
dimensions: 7 inches 
Estimate: $100.00 - $200.00 

Lot #472: TIFFANY FURNACES FAVRILE GLASS AND BRONZE PLATE. 
Description:  Impressed "Louis C. Tiffany Furnaces Inc." Favrile with narrow 
mosaic-inlaid edge, surface severely abraded. 
dimensions: 11 3/4 inches diameter 
Estimate: $40.00 - $60.00 

Lot #473: PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE CHINESE VASES. 
Description:  Of typical tapered cylindrical form and decorated with figures. 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00    Reserve: $950.00 



Lot #474: PAIR OF CHINESE BLUE AND WHITE VASES WITH LIDS. 
Description:  Of typical bulbous form decorated with Chinese characters and floral 
motifs. 
dimensions: 19 inches high 
Estimate: $900.00 - $1100.00    Reserve: $950.00 

Lot #475: PAIR OF CHINESE CYLINDRICAL FORM VASES. 
Description:  Decorated in green, pink and red depicting dragons and birds. 
dimensions: 11 and 1/2 inches high x 5 inches wide 
Estimate: $400.00 - $600.00    Reserve: $375.00 

Lot #476: PAIR OF CHINESE VASES. 
Description:  Decorated in a blue and gold background, the central panels depicting 
hunting scenes. 
dimensions: 12 inches high x 10 inches wide 
Estimate: $900.00 - $1000.00 

Lot #477: LIDDED CHINESE ARMORIAL VASE. 
Description:  Decorated in orange and black with an unidentified coat of arms. 
dimensions: 16 inches high x 6 and 1/2 inches wide 
Estimate: $250.00 - $275.00    Reserve: $225.00 

Lot #478: A LARGE CHINESE VASE. 
Description:  Decorated with birds and cherry blossoms. 
dimensions: 22 inches high 
Estimate: $1000.00 - $1500.00     Reserve: $950.00  

Lot #479: CHINESE FISH BOWL. 
Description:  Decorated with a landscape.  
dimensions: 14 inches high x 16 inches wide 
Estimate: $500.00 - $600.00 25.00 


